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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to investigate the levels of service quality dimension in
terms of availability, completeness, speed of transaction, incentive, usability, and
privacy and security. The study is also designed to assess the relationship of service
quality dimension with online SST to overall customer satisfaction, word of mouth,
and repurchase intention. In addition, the research objective is drawn to study
differences in overall customer satisfaction levels among different customers' usage
patterns. Furthermore, the study is also designed to assess the relationship of overall
customer satisfaction to complaining behavior, and customer attributions.
In this study, the researcher uses the survey method and 416 sets of questionnaires as
the instrument in primary data collection. The target population in this study is
university students who use Internet/Online SST. The researcher uses judgement
sampling as the sampling technique and the convenience samples are used for
distribution of questionnaire. For data analysis, frequency distribution is used for
descriptive statistics. Multiple Linear Regression is carried out to examine the
relationship of service quality dimension to overall customer satisfaction, word of
mouth, and repurchase intention. Whereas, to study differences in customer
satisfaction level among difference customer's usage patterns, the Kruskal-Wallis
Test is conducted. In Addition, Chi-Square Test is employed to assess the relationship
of customer satisfaction to complaining behavior and customer attributions. The
results indicate the following.

!l'il

From the study, it can be concluded that respondents are delighted with the
completeness, followed by speed of transaction, availability, usability, and interaction,
whereas, they are merely satisfied with privacy&security, and incentive respectively.
Incentive in terms of financial benefit and discount has the lowest mean score. This
may be explained that respondents are satisfied with the current incentives but it is
easy for them to defect or switch to a competitor with similar service but provides a
different incentive.

From the Multiple Linear Regression analysis, there is a linear relationship of service
quality dimension to overall customer satisfaction, repurchase intention, and word of
mouth. It also indicates that the best predictors of overall customer satisfaction are
availability, followed by speed of transaction, interaction, usability, and privacy and
security. The respondents were likely to use the same company's SST in the future
where they are satisfied with availability of service, speed of transaction, privacy and
security, and usability. The respondents also would recommend the service to friends
when they are satisfied with availability of service, speed of transaction, interaction,
privacy and security, and usability. It shows that these dimensions may be particularly
important for service firms because of the serious consequences they have for
customer loyalty.

The Kruskal Wallis Test at 5% significant level shows that there is no evidence to say
that satisfied customers and dissatisfied customers use the online SST more frequently
or spent longer time than dissatisfied customers.

The Chi-square test at 5% significant level indicates that there is no significant
relationship between variables of overall customer satisfaction and complaining
behavior. The majority of respondents never complain about their bad experiences
with online SST. Furthermore, the majority of complaining respondents complained
by using e-mail.

*

*

The Chi-square test at 5% significant level shows that there is an association between
customer satisfaction and customer attributions. It is not surprising that most of the
respondents attributed the outcome to technology and a much smaller percentage of
respondents attributed the outcome to themselves.

Based on the results, the researcher makes the recommendation for firms to improve
the quality of service and motivate the usage of online SST. Further research project
also are recommended in the last chapter.
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CHAPTER I
GENERALITIES OF THE STUDY
1.1 Introduction

Historically, virtually all service encounters took place with an employee and a
customer present. Today's fast-paced world is becoming increasingly characterized by
technology-facilitated transactions. Growing numbers of customers interact with
technology to create service outcomes instead of interacting with a service firm
employee. Self-service technologies (SSTs) are technological interfaces that enable
customers to produce a service independent of direct service employee involvement.
Examples of SSTs include automated teller machines (ATMs), automated hotel
checkout, banking by telephone, and services over the Internet which enables
shoppers to purchase a wide variety of products without having to visit a retail outlet
or converse with a service employee.

Although extensive academic research has explored the characteristics and dynamics
of interpersonal interactions between service providers and customers (Bettencourt
and Gwinner 1996' Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault 1990; Clemmer and Schneider
1996; Goodwin and Gremler 1996; Hartline and Ferrell 1996; Rafaeli 1993), much
less research has investigated customer interactions with technological interfaces. The
continuing proliferation of SSTs conveys the need for research that extends beyond
the interpersonal dynamics of service encounters into this technology-oriented
context. In addition, although some SSTs have become commonplace (e.g., ATMs),
more innovative SSTs continue to be introduced.

It is increasingly evident that these technological innovations and advances will

continue to be a critical component of customer-firm interactions. These technology
based interactions are expected to become a key criterion for long-term business
success. Parasuraman ( 1996) lists the growing importance of self-service as a
fundamental shift in the nature of services. Although many academic researchers have
acknowledged a need for greater understanding in this area (Dabholkar 1994, 1996;
Fisk, Brown, and Bither 1993; Meuter and Bitner 1998; Schneider and Bowen 1995),
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little is known about how interactions with these technological options affect
customer evaluations and behavior.

Recently, academic researchers have recognized the critical importance of technology
in the delivery of services. Some suggest that the traditional marketplace interaction is
being replaced by a marketspace transaction (Rayport and Sviokla 1994, 1995). The
marketspace is defined as "a. virtual realm where products and services exist as digital
information and can be delivered through information based channels" (Rayport and
Sviokla 1995) The foundation of customer-company interactions has significantly
changed in this new marketspace environment. Self-service technologies are a classic
example of marketspace transactions in which no interpersonal contact is required
between buyer and seller.

Thus, there is much to be learned about customer interactions with technology-based
self-service delivery option.

In this thesis, the researcher applied service marketing for analyzing the research
question. In the theoretical view, the researcher applied customer satisfaction and
service quality theory to SSTs. The framework about satisfaction towards SSTs is
developed. This research also combined the result of SSTs critical incident categories
(Matthew L. Meuter, Amy L. Ostrom, Robert I. Roundtree, & Mary Jo Bitner 2000)
with quantitative measures of customer attributions, complaining behavior, word of
mouth, and repurchase intentions.
·;,. 1.2 Overview of Internet in Thailand /
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Thailand was an early participant in bringing the Internet to Asia, and it has a
fascinating, but little known networking history. The initiative efforts by a few
dedicated and visionary university professors have resulted in a fully functional
national network, despite the limited infrastructure and numerous technical obstacles
of the early days.

In fact, networking in Thailand began when virtually nothing existed in the country to
establish a viable computer network. Telephone density was low, technical knowledge
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was scarce, and computers were expensive. However, some Thai engineers managed
to create the academic network with a small budget and some technical assistance
from Australia. The use of the Internet in Thailand is now highly valued, especially by
the younger generation. Currently, the Internet is not only a significant tool for
information sharing among academics and students, but also alternative media and a
new business opportunity for Thais.

The state of academic networking in Thailand has grown significantly, reaching
almost every university and research institution in the country. Many Thai schools
and universities are using the Internet and its applications in their curricula. The
government is planning to invest more in Information Technology (IT) and human
resources by improving the telecommunications infrastructure and providing more
education (Palasri et al., 1999).

Like in other business sectors, an emerging and rapid growth of Internet technology
and e-commerce have alerted service firms in Thailand to adjust or fundamentally
change their business processes and the way they operate. It seems that many service
firms can use Internet self-service as competitive differentiation or offensive tool.
Nevertheless, in the near future, this new channel will become strategic necessity or
defensive tool for all service firms in Thailand.
In January 2000, International Bandwidth growth 209.60% on previous year (153.25
Mbps v 49.5Mbps). In January 2001, the growth rate is 106.44%.
Table 1.1 Grown of Internet International Bandwidth of Thailand in January of
each year
January)
Mbps

1998

1999

2000

12001

132.75

149.5

153.25

1316.365

51 .15%

209.50%

105.44%

Growth on
Previous year

Source: "The Internet in Thailand: Our Milestones", Thaweesak Koanantakool, Kanchana
Kanchanasut, http://www. nectec. or. thluserslhtklmilestones. html
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The Domestic data volume exchange growth is more than 160% since 1999 as
following (17.6Mbps v 6. lMbps at the Internet Information Research Exchange
(NECTEC):

Table 1.2 Growth of Domestic Data Exchange Volume of Thailand
K3rowth of Domestic Data Exchange Volume of Thailand [9)
(January)

1998

1999

2000

~001

Mbps at Pl Elli R

2.300

~.100

17.600

147.400

165.22%

188.52%

169.32%

Growth on previous
year

Source: "The Internet in Thailand: Our Milestones", Thaweesak Koanantakool, Kanchana
Kanchanasut, http://www.nectec.or. th/users/htk/milestones. html

A large number of Thai corporate could oversee the important of Internet and entered
into this market. They tend to use it as a tool to enhance their existing businesses or
creating a new one. The firms therefore have to adapt themselves quickly to the new
business environment. The key to the firms' competitiveness is to be able to
understand what customers need and want, then try to satisfy those needs.

Table 1.3: Forecasted Numbers of Internet Users in Thailand
Year

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Number

712,769

928,683

1,222,879

1,628,097

2,192,546

2,988,050

Source: Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRJ), 1999

Many people around the world are now usmg the Internet as a medium for
communicating with other people, transmitting information and marketing their
products or services. From table 1.3, the number of Internet users in Thailand increase
dramatically and tend to reach 3 millions in 2005 because they oversee various
benefits of the Internet. As a result of this, many Thai companies offer online selfservices to Thai Internet users.
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In measuring the customer satisfaction on online SST, we can have certain
dimensions to measure it. In this research the researcher will emphasize on some
common dimensions to measure the customer satisfaction.

1.3 Statement of Problems

Self-service technologies (SSTs) are increasingly changing the way customers interact
with firms to create service outcomes. It is increasingly evident that these
technological innovations and advances will continue to be a critical component of
customer-firm interactions. These technology-based interactions are expected to
become a key criterion for long-term business success. Parasuraman (1996) lists the
growing importance of self-service as a fundamental shift in the nature of services.
The dramatic growth and huge for future expansion of the Internet and Web site have
attracted many people's attentions. Many companies now start to do their business
online as a way to increase their companies' sales or reputations.

Therefore, the companies, which want to expand their business online, must be able to
understand the customer's needs and wants. In order to survive in this fierce
competition, they should know what are the customer requirements towards its
products or services. Firms should also able to identify whether customers with
difference level of satisfaction have the difference usage patterns. Firms should also
be able to identify how the service quality dimensions predict overall customer
satisfaction, repurchase intention, and word of mouth. In addition, firms should find
out whether the satisfaction with online SST related to attributions, and complaining
behavior.

1.4 Objectives of the Study

The purpose of this study is to draw attention to an examination of the customer's
perceptions of online SST deliverable service quality. Correspondingly, the objective
of this thesis is to serve as working guidelines for:

1. Investigating the levels of service quality dimension in terms of availability,
completeness, speed of transaction, incentive, usability, and privacy&secusity.
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2. Assessing the relationship of service quality dimension with online SST to overall
customer satisfaction, word of mouth, and repurchase intentions.
3. Studying differences in overall customer satisfaction level among different
customers' usage patterns.
4. Assessing the relationship of overall customer satisfaction to complaining
behavior and customer attributions.

1.5 Scooe and Limitation

Online/Internet self-service technology in Thailand can. be met only on computer
Internet media so I will study only the computer internet media but the real meaning
of online self-service technology can be found on every medium such as by Web TV
and private networks. Private networks can be found in some large organizations in
Thailand that implement Intranet technology but it is hard to study those networks. So
I will study the largest and well-known network of computers that is Internet.
Due to time and money constraint the researcher can study one of many self-service
technologies that are currently provided to customers. Online/Internet self-service
technology, which is a great potential on retail today, is chosen for the study. Thus,
this study can explain Online/Internet self-service technology only. It cannot explain
other types of technology-based self-service.

In this research, I cannot explain the Internet users as a whole because of time and
budget constraints. As such, I focus only on some university students in Bangkok
because they have potential to access the Internet due to many universities provide
this service as the fundamental service. Moreover, research from NECTECT (1999)
indicates that the majority of the Internet users in Thailand are university students
aged 20-29.

1.6 Iipoortance of the Study

Given the proliferation of SSTs and the wide variety of types and purposes of these
SSTs, it is critical to understand how customers feel about them, how they use them,
and if they will use them in the future. This research represents a first step in this
direction by exploring customer experiences across a broad range of online SST
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available in the marketplace. The primary focus of this study is on the customer
satisfaction level underlying online SST experiences. It is well established that
customer satisfaction can affect customer retention and profitability. Thus,
understanding the underlying factors that trigger dis/satisfaction in online SST has
important managerial implications for customer-firm relationships.

The researcher also explored customer attributions with respect to online SST
outcomes. Research has shown that customer evaluations are influenced by
attributions for success and failure in interpersonal service situations (Bitner 1990;
Folkes, Koletsky, and Graham 1987). With online SST, customers create the service
for themselves through the Internet, so it is possible that they will accept more of the
responsibility for the outcome (Mills, Chase, and Margulies 1983; Zeithaml 1981). If
customers accept partial responsibility in dissatisfying situations, they may be more
likely to use the online SST in the future. Again, this could have important managerial
implications as companies develop new online SST and struggle with service
encounter failures.
The researcher examined important post encounter behaviors, such as customer
attributions, complaining behavior, word of mouth, and repurchase intentions. When a
customer complains, the firm has the opportunity to rectify the situation and
potentially create a more satisfied customer (Tax, Brown, and Chandrashekaran
1998). Complaints also provide information that can be used to fix service failure
points. Yet how can customers complain effectively in online SST situations? The
researcher also studies the relationship between online SST dis/satisfaction and future
intentions such as repeat purchasing and word of mouth. How do these experiences
affect future behaviors? Do customers plan to use the specific company or the online
SST again? Because so little has been published on online SST, the researcher
explores these questions to further the understanding of the complexities surrounding
customer interactions with online SST.

1.7 Definition of Terms

For clarity and uniformity of this study, the following terms as applied in the research
and defined as follows:
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Attribution satisfaction - It is the consumer's subjective satisfaction judgment

resulting from observations of attribute performance and can be considered to be the
psychological fulfillment response consumers make when assessing performance. It is
a function of a decision heuristic applied to attribute performance and, as such, is a
higher-order concept in the consumer's product judgment (Bettman 1974).

Complaint handling - the strategies that firms use to resolve and learn from service

failures in order to (re)establish the organization's reliability in the eyes of the
customer (Hart, Heskett, and Sasser 1990).

Customer Satisfaction - Customer satisfaction is a summary cognitive and affective

reaction to a service incident (or sometimes to a long-term service relationship).
Satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) results from experiencing a service quality encounter
and comparing that encounter with what was expected (Oliver 1980).

Disconfirmation -The gap between perceived quality and expected quality, is a very

powerful predictor of satisfaction (Keiningham 1996).

Electronic commerce - modern business methodology that addresses the needs of

organizations, merchants, and consumers to cut costs while improving the equality of
goods and services and increasing the speed of service delivery. The term also applies
to the use of computer networks to search and retrieve information in support of
human and corporate decision making (Kalavota 1996).

E-mail - A means of exchanging typed messages between computer users in which

messages are sent to specific addresses and stored in mailboxes (McDaniel 1993).

Expectancy confirmation - Results when the performance of a product is perceived

to meet a consumer's expectations (Anderson 1973).

Expectancy disconfirmation - Results when the performance of a product fails to

meet expectations (Anderson 1973).
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Expectations - A person's prior beliefs about what should happen in a given situation
(Berkman & Linquist 1996).

Home page - The introductory or menu page of a Web site. A borne page usually
contains the site's name and a directory of its contents (McDaniel 1993).

Internet - An international data communications pathway that links thousands of
computer networks together. Also called the Net (McDaniel 1993).

Internet Service Provider (ISP) - A company or organization that offers Internet
access to customers for a fee (McDaniel 1993).
/

/ On-line shopping service - a service in cyberspace where companies J1resent their
wares through a catalog, product descriptions, price lists, and other information.
Customers can browse in on-line store and perhaps order online. Companies now
online offer books, music, flowers, food, clothing, luggage, jewelry, and many other
collections of merchandise (McDaniel 1993).

Overall customers' satisfaction - It refers to the degree of fulfillment or positive
feeling someone bas experienced about something for sometime (Kano 1995).

Self-service technologies (SSTs)- Technological interfaces that enable customers to
produce a service independent of direct service employee involvement (Bitner,
Meuter, Ostrom, and Roundtree 2000).

Service Encounter - A period of time during which a consumer directly interacts
with a service (Bitner, Brown, and Meuter 2000).

Service Quality - An attitude formed by a long-term, overall evaluation of a firm's
performance (Hoffman & Bateson 1997).

World Wide Web (also WWW, or the Web) - A collection of information located
on many Internet servers that can be accessed with a browser or by navigating via
hypertext links (McDaniel 1993 ).
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

I

A literature search was defined by Churchill (1997) as a search on statistics, trade,
journal articles, other articles, magazines, and books for data or insights into the
problem at hand. This literature has focused on customer satisfaction and service
quality with technology-based self-service delivery and their relationship to customer
attributions, complaining behavior, word of mouth, and repeat purchase intentions.
Some of the relevant literature are searched and reviewed in order to establish a
conceptual framework ohhis study.

The literature reviewed will be divided into several areas: an overvievy of service
encounters, an overview of self-service technologies, customer satisfaction and
service quality, disconfirmation of expectations, expectation, perception, consumers'
attributions, complaint handling, word of mouth and repurchase intention.

2.1 An overview of Service Encounters

r-

~

Service encounters are critical moments of truth in which customers often develop
indelible impressions of a firm. In fact, the encounter frequently is the service from
the customer's point of view (Bitner 1990). Service encounters have been defined as
the moment of interaction between a customer and a firm (Bitner, Booms, and Mohi
1994; Keaveney 1995; Shostack 1985; Winsted 1997). Encounters may take place
face-to-face in an actual service setting, over the phone, through the mail, or even
over the Internet. Each encounter is an opportunity for a firm to sell itself, to reinforce
its offerings, and to satisfy the customer. However, each encounter is also an
opportunity to disappoint.

Historically, virtually all service encounters took place with an employee and a
customer present. Because of this, most service encounter research has focused on
interpersonal interactions, mainly between customers and firm employees. (Bitner,
Booms, and Tetreault 1990: Mohr and Bitner 1995; Price, Arnould, and Deibler 1995;
Solomon et al. 1985; Surprenant and Solomon 1987). For example, Solomon and

MBA
St. Gabriel Library ,Au
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colleagues (1985) explore personalization in the dyadic interaction between service
providers and customers and the resulting customer satisfaction with the service.
Researchers have also explored customer-customer interactions in service settings
(Grove and Fisk 1997; Martin and Pranter 1989). Others have examined interpersonal
dynamics in the context of service recovery encounters and the resulting impact on
satisfaction (Smith and Bolton 1998; Tax and Brown 1998; Tax, Brown, and
Chandrashekaran 1998).
Prior research has used CIT to examine sources of dis/satisfactory evaluations in
interpersonal service encounters. Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault (1990) explore
customer-employee interactions in restaurants, hotel, and airlines. They find that
factors affecting the evaluation of the service encounter can be classified into three
main categories: (1) employee response to service delivery failure, (2) employee
response to customer needs and requests, and (3) unprompted and unsolicited actions
by employees. Grove and Fisk (1997) also use CIT to examine factors leading to
dis/satisfactory evaluationsof interpersonal service encounters. The focus of Grove
and Fisk's study is customer-customer interactions in amusement theme parks, They
find that service experiences were affected by other customers' adherence to implicit
or explicit rules of conduct and by the perceived sociability of other customers.
Bitner (2000) indicates that the set of factors that leads to satisfying encounters also
leads to dissatisfying ones. In other words, the incident categories for satisfactory and
dissatisfactory encounters were mirror images of each other. For example, On Bitner,
Booms, and Tetreault's (1990) study, employee response to customer needs and
requests was a source of both dissatisfaction and satisfaction, depending on the nature
of the employee response.
Whereas these studies explore important determinants of dis/satisfaction in an
interpersonal setting, it is interesting to investigate factors that are important when a
customer independently produces a service through a technological interface. This
enables many researchers to assess whether the sources of dis/satisfaction m
interpersonal encounters are also important in technology-based encounters. Jn
addition, the research can determine if the same set of factors leads to both
satisfactory and dissatisfactory encounters.
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2.2 An overview of Self-Service Technologies

Recently, academic researchers have recognized the critical importance of technology
in the delivery of services. Some suggest that the traditional marketplace interaction is
being replaced by a marketspace transaction (Rayport and Sviokla 1994, 1995). The
marketspace is defined as "a virtual realm where products and services exist as digital
information and can be delivered through information based channels" (Rayport and
Sviokla 1995, p.14) The foundation of customer-company interactions has
significantly changed in this new marketspace environment. Self-service technologies
are a classic example of marketspace transactions in which no interpersonal contact is
required between buyer and seller.

Several studies have investigated issues involving SSTs, mainly focusing on the
development of user profiles (Bateson 1985; Darin 1987; Eastlick 1996; Greco and
Field 1991; Langeard et al. 1981; Aeithaml an dGilly 1987). For example, Langeard
and colleagues (1981) find that participators tend to be younger, single, a better
educated and have a lower income level. Bateson (1985) explores the choice between
a self-service option and interpersonal service delivery system. Bateson examines the
attractiveness of self-service options when the usual monetary or time-saving
incentives are controlled and finds that a significant group of people choose to use a
self-service option even without monetary or time-saving benefits.

2.2.1 Types of SSTs

The existing research on SSTs focuses on either a single technology in a given study
(e.g., Dabholkar 1992, 1996) or, in the case of the early studies, primarily lowtechnology self-service (e.g., hotel vending machines versus room service) and
primitive forms of ATMs (Bateson 1985; Lageard et al. 1981). None of the research
attempts to examine the range of SSTs available to consumers today. In the current
study, the researcher explores diversely available SSTs-some are well established,
whereas others are in their infancy, and others may never be successful on a large
scale.
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Figure 2.1 presents the conceptualization of present day SST options, which are based
on a review of the academic literature, trade press, and observation. The columns of
the matrix represent the types of technologies companies are using to interface with
customers in self-service encounters. The rows of the matrix represent the purposes of
the technologies from the customer perspective-what the customer can accomplish
by using the technology.

The types of technology interfaces (the columns in Figure 2.1) include telephonebased technologies and various interactive voice response systems, direct online
connections and Internet-based interfaces, interactive free-standing kiosks, and video
or compact disc (CD) technologies. Sometimes these technologies are used in
combination. For example, a company provides a CD that enables a customer to
review products or services and then link directly to a web site for more information
or ordering. Similarly, a customer might buy a mail-order item through an automated
telephone system but then track the delivery time for the package through a web site
that provides automated package tracking capabilities.

Companies provide SSTs for a variety of purposes broadly captured by the rows in
Figure 2.1 First many forms of customer service are now provided through
technology. Questions regarding accounts, bill paying, frequently asked questions,
and delivery tracking are just a few examples of customer service that are now
provided through SSTs. Some examples of excellence in this arena are Cisco
System's online troubleshooting, and TFB 's telephone- and Internet-based banking.
A second extremely rapidly growing arena for SSTs is direct transactions. The
technology enables customers to order, buy, and exchange resources with companies
without any direct interaction with their employees. Examples of outstanding SST
transactions are Amazon.com, and the SABRE Group's Travelocity, an Internet-base
travel ticketing service. Recent studies cite rapid growth in internet-based transactions
for both consumer and business-to-business sales (Hof 1999). The third use of SS Ts is
the broad category called self-help, which refers to technologies that enable customers
to learn, receive information, train themselves, and provide their own services.
Examples include health information web sites, tax preparation CDs and software,
self-help videos, and telephone-based information lines.
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Figure 2.1 provides examples of SSTs across the purposes and types of technology
interfaces just described. Although the present-day excitement over Internet
applications means that many companies are channeling their resources into that
column of the matrix, it is apparent that a wide range of SST possibilities exists.

Figure 2.1 Categories and Examples of SSTs in Use

Interface
Telephone/Interactive

Online/Internet

Interactive Kiosks

•
•

Package tracking

•

ATMs

A c c o u n t

•

Hotel checkout

•

Pay

Video/CD*

Voice Response
Customer
Service

Transactions

•
•

Telephone banking

•

Order status

•

Telephone banking

•

Prescription refills

Flight information

information

•
•

Retail purchasing
Financial
transactions

Self-Help

•

Information

•

telephone lines

I n t e r n e t

pump
•

Hotel checkout

•

Car rental

•

Blood pressure

information
search
•

Distance learning

the

at

•

preparation

machines

•

T a x
software

Tourist
information

•

Television/
CD-based

*

training

•Video/CD is typically linked to other technologies to provide customer service and transaction.

Today customer satisfaction is an integral part of most organizations' corporate
mission and goals. Increased global domestic competition. Rising customer
expectations, and more assertive customer attitudes are but a few of the forces that are
driving greater numbers of organizations to view their products and services from the
customer's perspective.
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2.3 Literature Review about Customer Satisfaction and Service Quality

2.3.1 Defining Customer Satisfaction
The word 'satisfaction' is derived from the Latin satis (good enough, sufficient) and
facio (to do or to make). The Oxford Dictionary goes on to further describe it as

'fulfillment', 'leaving nothing to be desired', to 'be content or pleased'. However,
research in consumer behavior suggests it is necessary to move beyond mere
fulfillment or satisfaction, to define the concept as consumers' feeling states or as the
consumer experiences it.

"Satisfaction is a consumer's post-purchase evaluation of the overall service
experience processes and outcome. It is an affective (emotion) state or feeling
reaction in which the consumer's needs, desires and expectations during the course of
the service experience have been met or exceeded." (Keith Hunt 1997, Rust and
Oliver 1994)

These feeling states include not only contentment or fulfillment, but also surprise or
arousal, pleasure and even relief People are moving beyond mere satisfaction
(contentment or fulfillment) to embrace the concept of delight. In other words
customers' post-purchase evaluations may range from disgust/dissatisfaction to
satisfaction (a neutral state) and on the delight/extreme satisfaction. Customers who
continue to experience dissatisfaction will switch suppliers and spread negative word
of mouth. However, merely achieving satisfaction is often not enough. Marginally
satisfied customers are at risk of being lured away by a competitor's offering. A
delighted customer, however, is more likely to remain loyal, even despite attractive
competitive offerings.

Delight is only possible when satisfaction is present. Mere satisfaction may be
equated with just meeting customer expectations---nothing more, nothing less. Think
of the many day-to-day service transactions we all engage in. On most occasions we
leave feeling somewhat passive-neither delighted nor unhappy. However, whenever
a service provider delivers something of value over and above what we expect, we are
likely to be delighted. Delight is positive surprise. It is the highest level of satisfaction
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and it translates into better outcomes (higher customer retention levels, etc.) than can
be achieved through other levels of satisfaction. However, it is not an easy task to
delight customers continually. Service firms that can manage to delight their
customers occasionally, and satisfy them on the other occasions, are likely to go a
long way to reaping the benefits of generating customer loyalty.

2.3.2 Satisfaction and Loyalty

Figure2.2_Non-linear effects of satisfaction levels on customer loyalty; indicates
that the relationship between satisfaction and repeat patronage/loyalty is nonlinear.

\"ER try
Thresholds

0~

Loyalty/
Commitment

Highly
dissatisfied

ere

Delight

satisfaction

The work of Coyne as well as Oliver and colleagues indicates a non-linear
relationship involving two thresholds. From Figure 2.2 indicates that improvements in
satisfaction levels initially result in a large increase in loyalty (i.e. the slope is quite
steep until it hits the first threshold point) because basic expectations and needs are
being met. Between the two threshold points, however, there is little if any increase in
loyalty when satisfaction is increased. It is not until the second threshold is exceeded
that we see significant improvements in loyalty again (steep slope to the curve). The
distance between the two thresholds is thought to be wider when the customer has a
high investment in the relationship

(i.e. monetary or psychological investment)

because it will take more than one or two less than satisfactory service encounters for
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them to defect or switch to a competitor. Conversely where the customer has a low
investment then the threshold region is likely to narrow. This analysis suggests that a
firm is vulnerable if performing below the first threshold level, but in a strong
competitive position if it can perform beyond the second threshold.

2.3.3 The Pivotal Role of Satisfaction

From Figure 2.3 indicates that customer satisfaction is not an end in itself. It is the
means to achieving several key business goals and a competitive advantage. First, as
already mentioned satisfaction is inextricably linked to customer loyalty and
relationship commitment. Also linked to a high positive correlation between market
share and satisfaction (Australian Customer Service 1995). Second, highly satisfied
(delighted) customers spread positive word of mouth~ and in effect become a walking,
talking advertisement for your firm, which lowers the cost of attracting new
customers. This is especially important amongst professional service firms (e.g.
lawyers, accountants, consultants, and engineers) where a firm's reputation and word
of mouth are key information sources for new clients (Dawes, Dowling and Patterson
1992). Next, long-term satisfied customers are more "forgiving"-that is the firm can
occasionally slip up without fear of losing the customer. It generally takes more than
one unsatisfactory incident for a long-term customer to switch. So satisfaction is like
an insurance policy against something going wrong, which it inevitably will because
of the variability in quality associated with service delivery procedures.
Finally, delighted customers are less susceptible to competitive offerings. It is in these
ways that achieving satisfaction helps provide a key competitive advantage.
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Figure 2.3 Benefits of customer satisfaction and service quality
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2.3.4 Modelling Customer Satisfaction Processes and Disconjirmation of
Expectations

-

The dominant model in satisfaction research is the disconfirmation of expectations
paradigm (Cadotte, Woodruff and Jenkins 1987, Churchill and Surprenant 1982,
Spreng, Mackenzie and Olshavsky 1996). This model shows that satisfaction is
related to the variation between a customer's pre-purchase expectations (or other
comparison standard such as desires or wants) and perceptions of service
performance. Any difference between expectations and perceived performance is
known as disconfirmation. (i.e. a comparison process which consumers, often
subconsciously, go through when evaluating their consumption and usage
experiences). Figure 2.4 shows that if the perceive performance is much better than
(pre-purchase) expectations, then high satisfaction (delight) will most likely result.
When a service experience is much as expected, the consumer is (merely) satisfied.
However, when performance does not live up to expectations, dissatisfaction results.
This theory indicates that expectations (or some other norm or standard) are crucial as
a comparison standard in the formation of satisfaction judgements.
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Note that the model also implies that a consumer is likely to be satisfied with a service
experience even when performance is poor-if expectations are relatively low. This
might, for example, explain why satisfaction benchmarking studies with some public
services have found relatively high levels of satisfaction, even though it is known (via
complaint statistics or ombudsman reports) that there is general dissatisfaction. In
other words, the consumer did not expect much-so anything above this results in
satisfaction. Expectations are shaped by previous service experiences, word of mouth,
various forms of marketing communications, and awareness of competing brands. The
concept points out another link between service quality and marketing that marketers
and quality managers tend to neglect: Marketing, especially the traditional parts of the
marketing mix such as advertising and selling, is to a large extent a matter of
expectations management. Advertising and selling partly determine the level of
customer expectations. If expectations are raised too high-owing to an advertising
campaign, for example the quality of a given service may be disappointing, if only
because the customers had unrealistic expectations.

The oval at the right-hand side of Figure 2.4 indicates that market communication
activities, such as advertising and selling, together with word-of- mouth
communication, the experience, and the awareness of competing brands influence the
level of expectations. Marketers should learn from this not to overpromise. Studies of
how service quality is perceived typically show that delivering on promise is an
important facet of perceived service quality.

-

Various studies ·have found disconfirmation to be a good predictor of satisfaction
(e.g., Bolfing and Woodruff 1988, Bolton and Drew 1991b, Cadotte et al. 1983,
Churchill and Surprenant 1982, Oliver 1980a, Oliver and Bearden 1983, Swan 1988).
Some studies have compared disconfirmation on different types of expectations and
their relation to satisfaction. There are basically two methods of measuring
disconfirmation. It can be measured as an inferred measure where the score for the
standard of comparison is subtracted from the score for perceptions, as in
SERVQUAL., or as a direct measure where the consumer is asked to compare the
performance with his/her expectations on a scale from "worse than expected" to
"better than expected". In SERVQUAL and some satisfaction studies, expectations
have been measured at the same time as perceptions. It is, however, likely that the
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expectations are affected by the actual offer and do not represent the consumers'
expectations before they consumed the product. This way of measuring expectations
does not differ much from asking directly about the disconfirmation on each attribute.
It is usual in satisfaction studies to measure expectations before the consumption

(Cadotte et al. 1983, Swan 1977, 1988, Swan and Trawick 1982, Tse and Wilton
1988) and/or a direct disconfirmation measure (Bolfing and Woodruff 1988, Cadotte
et al. 1983, Churchill and Suprenant 1982, Oliver and Berden 1983, Tse and Wilton
1988). The problem with the questionnaire in inferred measure is that the researchers
normally hear that almost everything is important. A better way to refine that
understanding of importance is to ask the questions in a way that forces answers and
helps the researcher weight the responses. The direct measure is a better way of
clustering questions, finding some customer perceptions of service quality dimension,
and looking at importance issues (Kessier, 1997). From the study by Tse and Wilton
(1988) and Kuelemeijer (1995) in the predictor of satisfaction, the results indicated
that direct disconfirmation explains 48% of the variation in satisfaction while inferred
disconfirrnation explains only 32% of the variation.

2.3.5 Dimensions of Satisfaction and Service Quality

Because of the intangible, inseparable and multifaceted nature of many services, it
may be harder to evaluate the quality of a service than the quality of a good. In many
instances customers simply don't have the technical know-how to assess what they
have received-especially for those services high in credence properties. Because
customers are often involved in service production-particular in people-processing
service-a distinction must to be drawn between the processes of service delivery;
including service encounters and available tangible cues (what Gronroos calls
functional quality), and the actual output of the service (what he calls technical
quality). In the processes in which how the service is delivered take on added

significance in satisfaction and quality judgments.
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Figure 2.4 The disconflrmation of expectations model
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Source: Paul G. Patterson "Expectations and Product Performance as Determinants of Satisfaction for a
High-Involvement Purchase'', Psychology and Marketing, 10, 5, Sept/Oct 1993, pp. 449-62
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2.3. 6 Perceived Service Quality versus Customer Satisfaction
Researchers, however, argue that the distinctive nature of services requires a
distinctive approach to defining and measuring perceived service quality. Perceived
service quality (PSQ) cannot be measured as can technical quality in manufacturing.
It is an elusive and abstract construct, in part because of the intangibility,
inseparability, and an elusive and abstract construct, in part because of the
intangibility, inseparability, and multifaceted nature of services. While PSQ and
satisfaction are similar concepts, they are nonetheless distinct. PSQ has attitudinal
properties and acts as a global, value judgment. An important distinction is that
satisfaction is experience dependent - you must experience the service to feel a degree
of satisfaction/dissatisfaction. PSQ on the other hand is not experience-dependent.

Figure 2.5 An integrated model of satisfaction and service quality

Prior
attitude
i.e. PSQ1+ 1

(a)

Note:
1.

Exp = Expectations
PSQ = Perceived service quality

2.

(a) direct effect for high-involvement, durable purchases only

Perf = Performance
CS/D =Customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction

Source: P.G. Patterson and L. W. Johnson, 'Disconfirmation of Expectations and the Gap Model of
Service Quality: An integrated Paradigm ', journal of Consumer Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction and
Complaining Behaviour, vol 6, 1993, pp. 90-91
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A person who never has experience can still has perceptions of service quality
through word of mouth from friends and relatives, or from advertising or other
marketing communications. Finally, this call suggests, for experienced customers at
least, that PSQ is formed over multiple service encounters. Following each encounter
satisfaction/dissatisfaction decays over time into PSQ. This is illustrated in Figures
2.5. In other words, PSQ following a service encounter is a function of PSQ prior to
that particular encounter, updated by the current experience (ranging from delighted
to very dissatisfied).

2.3. 7 Expectations
Consumer expectations are pre-purchase beliefs about service provision that act as a
standard or reference point for judging post-purchase performance. As seen in Figure
2.4, expectations play a crucial role in framing satisfaction evaluations. Expectations
are the foundation and standard on which subsequent attribute performance is
assessed. Consumer expectation literature has always been found in Customer
Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction (CS/D) in service literature. Consumer expectations
play a pivotal role in judging a company's service. Consumers assess service quality
by comparing what they want or expect with what they perceive they are getting
(Lewis and Booms,

1983~

Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985). To earn a

reputation for quality service, companies must consistently perform at levels
customers perceive as meeting or surpassing their expectations. Customers are the
sole judges of service quality. That the discrepancy between expectations and
perceptions is the primary determinant of customers' service-quality assessments is
widely acknowledged in the literature (Gronroos, 1982). Some researchers said
expectations have one meaning, one level. Cadotte and Jenkins (1983) augmented
earlier conceptualizations by proposing that customers rely on one standard that
reflect what the focal brand should provide to meet needs and wants. Some
researchers stated that expectations have multiple meanings and multiple levels.
Oliver (1985) and Wilton and Nicosia (1986) have held that CS/D is a post choice
process involving complex, simultaneous interactions that may involve more than one
comparison standard. Prakash ( 1984) documented three types of expectations:
predictive, normative, and comparative. Tse and Wilton results suggest that more than
one comparison standard may be involved in CS/D formation. About the name of
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expectations, there are many researchers who defined expectation in different ways.
But the meanings, sometimes are the same. Miller (1977) proposed ideal expectations
and Swan and Trawick (1980) proposed the term "desired expectations" which both
have the same meaning.

Kurtz and Clow (1998) documented four types of

expectations, as follows: desired; equitable or deserved; predictive; adequate
(minimum tolerable).

Desired (or ideal) expectations concern the optimum level of performance from a

brand. This level is what could happen under the best circumstances, and is a
barometer of excellence.

Some researchers claim desires are a more appropriate standard since they are
based on consumers' values, or fundamental human needs. Miller ( 1977) proposed
ideal expectations, defined as the "wished for" level of performance, Swan and

Trawick (1980) offered a meaning they termed desired expectations, defined as
the level at which the customer wanted the product to perform. Parasuraman
( 1993) defined a meaning they termed Des ired service is an ideal expectation that
reflects what customers actually want compared with predicted service, which is
what is likely to occur. Prakash (1984) formulated ideal expectations, i.e., how a
brand should perform in order for the consumer to be completely satisfied. More
generally, several researchers (Westbrook and Reilly1983; Woodruff, Cadotte,
and Jenkins 1983, 1987; Sirgy 1984) argued that CS/D is more likely to be
determined by how well focal brand performance fulfills innate needs, wants, or
desired of consumers, rather than how performance compares with prepurchase
predictions. The expectations construct has been viewed as playing a key role in
customer evaluation of service quality (Groroos 1982; Lehtinen and Lehtinen
1982; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985, 1988). Its meaning in the service
quality literature is similar to the ideal standard in the CS/D literature.
Expectations are viewed as desires or wants of consumers, i.e., what they feel a
service provider should offer rather than would offer (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and
Berry 1988).
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Equitable or deserved expectation means what customers feel they should receive
from the transaction, very often what should happen is better than what the
customer actually think will happen.

Predicdve expectadons are what a customer thinks would actually happen.
In the dominant paradigm in CS/D literature, expectations are viewed as
predictive made by customers about what is likely to happen during an impending
transaction or exchange. According to Oliver (1981b, p.33), "It is generally agreed
that expectations are consumer-defined probabilities of the occurrence of positive
and negative events if the consumer engages in some behavior." Miller (1997)
called this standard the expected standard, defined it as an objective calculation of
probability of performance, and contrasted it with three other types of
expectations (ideal, expected, deserved and minimally tolerable). Swan and
Trawick (1980) and Prakash (1984) termed this standard predictive expectations,
defined as estimates of anticipated performance level.

While the prediction paradigm dominates, considerable disagreement about
standards has characterized the CS/D literature. Researchers have often departed
from the prediction paradigm, arguing that alternative standards exits. Empirical
support for distinctions between prediction meaning of expectations and other
meanings has been offered (Gilly, Cron, and Barry 1983; Swan and Trawick
1980).

(

Adequate (or minimum tolerable) expectadons indicate the lowest level of
service the customer will tolerate.

Although customers hope to realize their service desires, they recognize that this
is not always possible. Thus, they hold another, lower expectation for th4e
threshold of acceptable services. Many researchers believe there are a lowest level
of expectation that consumers accept toward the services. Miller (1977) also
proposed minimum tolerable expectations, defined as the lower level of
performance acceptable to the customers' subjective evaluation of their own
product investment. Prasuraman (1991) also proposed Adequate service, defined
as minimum tolerable expectation and reflects the level of service the customer is
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willing to accept. Adequate service is based on experiences or norms that develop
overtime.

Most satisfaction researchers have tended to use predictive expectations when
modelling the expectancy-disconfirmation paradigm. However, recent research
suggests that perhaps customer desires or wants have better explanatory power in
explaining consumer satisfaction processes.

) / What do Consumers Expect? }

In Parasuraman, Berry and Zeithaml (1991), they found that customer service
expectations can be categorized into five dimensions and the reliability is largely
concerned with the service outcome, tangibles, responsiveness, assurance, and
empathy are more concerned with the service process. Whereas customers judge the
accuracy and dependability of the delivered service, they judge the other dimensions
as the service is being delivered. Their research also suggested that although
reliability is the most important dimension in meeting customer expectations, the
process dimensions (especially assurance, responsiveness, and empathy) are most
important in exceeding customer expectations. The five dimensions include:

1. Tangibility: Include physical facilities, equipment, and appearance of personnel.
2. Reliability: The ability of personnel to perform dependably and accurately.
3. Responsiveness: Providing customers with prompt service.
4. Assurance: The knowledge and courtesy of employees as well as their ability to
inspire trust and confidence.
5. Empathy: The ability of employees to care and to provide individualized service.

/

2.3.8 Perception

Siegal and Ramanauskas-Marconi (1989)'s literature state that perception is how
people see or interpret events, objects and people. People act on the basis of their
perceptions regardless of whether those perceptions accurately or inaccurately reflect
reality. In fact, "reality" is what each person perceives it to be. One person's
description of reality may be far from another person's description. The formal
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definition of perception is the process by which people select, organize, and interpret
stimuli into a meaningful and coherent picture of the world.

Devito (1996) points that what you perceive and what you think about it; who you
judge positively and who negatively; and how others perceive and judge you will be
influenced by a wide range of factors. Perception is the process of becoming aware of
the many stimuli impinging on your senses-influences what messages you take in and
what meaning you give them. There is no one-to-one relationship between the
messages that occur in the sounds of the voice, the writings on paper and the
messages that eventually reach the brain. The three steps involved in the perception
process explain how perception works. These stages (sensation stage, organization
stage, and interpretation-evaluation stage) are not separate, they are continuous and
blend into and overlap one another.

Greenberg and Baron ( 1997), explain that the process of making sense out of the vast
array of sensory inputs is the active processing of information, and is known as the
process of perception. Formally, it may define perception as the process through
which people select, organize, and interpret information gathered by our senses in
order to understand the world around us.

From the study of above literature, perception can be defined as the process of
becoming aware of objects and events from the senses. Although, two people may be
exposed to the same stimulus, each of them will interpret it differently.

2.3.9 Service quality Dimension
Critical Incident Categories

The source of quality dimensions in this research is partly from published literature
proposed by Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree and Bitner (2000). These quality dimensions
are based on the critical incident categories covering self-service technologies.

The critical incident technique (Flangagan 1954) is the approach for determining
customer requirements. It has been used in establishing performance dimensions in
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performance appraisal systems (Latham, Fay, and Saari 1979, Latham and Wexley
1977). This method is not only applicable in developing customer satisfaction
questionnaires, but is equally valuable in any business process analysis in which
companies attempt to define and understand their customers' requirements. The
present method can greatly facilitate this process of definition and understanding.

The strength of the critical incident approach lies in its utilization of customers in
defining customer requirements. Customers are in a good position to help you
understand these requirements because they are the recipients of your services or
products. The quality dimensions resulted from the critical incident approach can be
used directly in the customer satisfaction questionnaire (Lowenstein 1997).

The satisfying and dissatisfying incident categories for evaluating customer
satisfaction on self-service technologies are as follows:

Satisfying Incident Categories

Group 1: solved intensified need.

Customer satisfaction is due to the SS T's ability to bail customers out of immediate or
troubling situations. Self-service technologies are ideally suited to handle many of
these types of situations because of their pervasive nature and relatively easy
accessibility. A readily accessible SST provides a valuable advantage over
competitors not offering SST alternatives. Understanding the types of intense or ·
immediate need customers may experience should help managers effectively design
and position their SSTs relative to competitors.

Group 2: better than the alternative.

/

Group 2A: easy to use.

The SST was easy to use or easier to use than the interpersonal service option led to
customer satisfaction. This category included the SST was described as having simple
or clear instructions or a straightforward process.
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Group 2B: avoid service personnel.

SST enabled customers to perform the service without having to interact with firm
employees. It suggests that some consumers believe they are more effective at
producing the service than an employee who has (hopefully) been trained to deliver
the service. That some customers perceive frontline employees as a nuisance to be
avoided highlights the hiring and training problems that some service organizations
may currently be experiencing.

Group 2C: saved time.

This incident focused on the desired outcome following especially quickly after the
transaction was performed. The SSTs have also been described as allowing the actual
transaction to be performed more quickly or efficiently than does the interpersonal
alternative. Examples include incidents in which users were able to get information
more quickly from the Internet than if they had to wait for it to be mailed.

Group 2D: when I want.

-

rl:=li

SST enabled the user to perform the service anytime, day or night. This usually was
discussed as being important because of limited service hours offered by the firm, the
respondent having a difficult work schedule, or other factors that cause the user to
need the particular service on demand.

Group 2E: where I want.

The SST enabled users to perform the service from off-site locations. Respondents
appear pleased that they are not forced to travel to the service firm to consume a
service. The SST enabled the user to obtain the service from home, from the office, on
the road, or at other locales.
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Group 2F: saved money.

The SST enabled users to save money by helping them get a better deal. Many firms
offer financial incentives for consumers to use SSTs. These incidents include
receiving various incentives for using SSTs, such as frequent flyer miles or other
financial benefits.

Group 3: did its job.

SST doing what it was intended to do. For many users, satisfaction results from the
mere fascination with the capabilities of various SSTs and a sense of "Wow-it really
works!" These incidents are descriptions of what the SST does when it is properly.
Just having the SST do what it is supposed to do was enough to satisfy these users.
Many consumers are still fascinated with the capability of various SSTs and seem
pleasantly surprised when the SSTs perform successfully, because many SSTs are still
in their infancy. Therefore, the novelty of the technology and its ability to perform
these services may be satisfying.

Dissatisfying Incident Categories

Group 4: technology failure

*

Technical failures due to the technology not working as intended. There was a
breakdown of delivery at the point at which the customer interacts with the
technology. These technology failures can be especially frustrating for customers who
have come to rely on the ability to perform many of these transactions 24 hours a day
from wherever they want. The difficulty of implementing effective service recovery
efforts in SST contexts is especially evident during technology failures.

Group 5: process failure

The SST functioned as designed, but there was a breakdown or failure in the process
after the customer-technology interaction occurred These failures were commonly
related to post-SST interaction issues, such as billing, delivery, or processing of a
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transaction. An example is a respondent who never received a product after it was
successfully ordered and paid for over the Internet. These incidents tended to focus on
a mistake that would be unlikely to happen if the SST was used again in the future.
These failures can be disturbing, because the customer has no idea the transaction was
not performed properly until later, when problems arise.

Group 6: poor design

Poor design incident dealt with problems involving the design of the service
experience. It was divided into two subcategories: technology design problems and
service design problems.

Group 6a: technology design problem

The SST was functioning as designed, but the technology performed in such a way
that the user was unhappy with the encounter. Incidents in this category focused on
problems such as Internet applications being too slow or having unclear directions and
the user not being to navigate the system.

Group 6B: service design problem

This case refers to the situation in which the SST interface functioned as planned but
there was some other aspect of the design of the rest of the service that respondents
did not like. Contrary to the process failure category, these service design problems
do not entail an actual breakdown or failure because the transaction is processed
according to the SST's design.

Group 7: customer-driven failure

This case customers seemed to acknowledge that the failure of the SST occurred, at
least in part, because of their own actions. Customers occasionally realize that their
own actions may have contributed to the dissatisfactory outcome. Example includes a
respondent who forgot his personal identification number, which made it impossible
to complete a transaction.
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Privacy and Security

Another variable studied in this research is pnvacy and security. Assurance
dimensions in Parasuraman ( 1991) identify that the security is freedom from danger,
risk or doubt. Privacy and security is factor that consumers really consider when they
use Online/Internet SST. Bloch, Pigneur and Segev (March 1996) discuss what the
consumers want is the privacy and the security when they want to buy over the
WWW. Hoffman, Novak, and Chatterjee (1995) also show the important of security
and privacy in their research. When consumers pay the products or services via the
Internet, Consumers only identify themselves by number such as credit card numbers,
account numbers. Hackers are enemy for consumers to shop on the Web. Hackers are
the people who can see other people's information. Customers want to be assured that
both their money and their information will not be share by other parties. They expect
that the security system the service providers offer will protect the unauthorized
hackers.

2.3.10 Consumers' Attributions Influence on Satisfaction Evaluations

Besides expectations and perceptions of performance, other factors known to
influence satisfaction evaluations directly or indirectly are consumers' attributions to
unexpected events (i.e. an unsatisfactory service encounter); that is, when something
goes W"rong, to whom does the consumer attribute the blame? There are three types of
attributions.

The first is causal attribution.

When something goes wrong, the customer

immediately assesses who is at fault or to blame. If the customer concludes that the
firm is at fault they are likely to be dissatisfied. If on the other hand the consumer
partly blames herself/himself, their dissatisfaction is likely to be reduced. A customer
who incorrectly fills out an insurance claim form and is very dissatisfied with the
ensuing delay in processing the claim might be less dissatisfied when they realise that
it was partly their own fault.

The next is control attribution. Here the customer assesses whether or not the
dissatisfactory incident was within the control of the firm. When the negative incident
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is clearly outside the control of the service provider, dissatisfaction with the firm is
ameliorated.

Finally, there is stability attribution. Following an unsatisfactory service encounter, a
consumer will assess whether this is a one-off, random occurrence or whether the
incident is likely to recur. Bitner's study in a travel agency context suggests customers
will be more dissatisfied if they view the negative incident as typical and likely to
recur.

Attributions for Favorable and Unfavorable Incidents

Attribution theory views people as rational information processors whose actions are
influenced by their causal inferences (Folkes 1988). People engage in so-called
"spontaneous causal thinking", particularly in cases of unexpected or negative events
(Weiner, 1985). Mohr and Bitner (1991) found that all consumers they interviewed
blamed external causes for dissatisfying incidents, although employees occasionally
perceived the customer's own behavior as being the source of dissatisfaction. This can
be explained by the results of previous research (e.g., Folkes 1988, Folkes and Kotsos
1986, Weiner 1985) which revealed that satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a supplier
is unlikely to occur when the customer attributes the cause of the experience to
him/herself. The same body of research showed empirically that extreme affective
reactions coincide with relatively more stable and controllable attributions.
From the literature on consumer attribution processes previously mentioned, and the
nature of critical incidents, Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree and Biter (2000)find that
consumers will attribute the causes of critical incidents ( 1) more to an external cause
than to themselves, (2) to a relatively stable cause, and (3) to a relatively controllable
cause. Wiener (1985) stated that consumers engage less in causal thinking in case of
favorable events than in case of unfavorable events. By making causal inferences
consumers try to find explanations for certain events. In this way attribution processes
may serve as a mechanism for reducing negative disconfirmation of expectations. In
case of extremely favorable events, consumers will find it less necessary to search for
causes, so their attributions will be relatively more "neutral". For critical incidents this
means that in the case of favorable experiences consumers will form less extreme (4)
locus, (5)control, and (6)stability attributions than in case of unfavorable experiences.
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2.3.11 Complaint Handling

Considerable evidence indicates that recovering effectively from service failures
contributes to customer evaluations of firms. Effective complaint handling can have a
dramatic impact on customer retention rates, deflect the spread of damaging word of
mouth, and improve bottom-line performance (e.g., Fornell and Wernerfelt 1987;
Kelley, Hoffman, and Davis 1993; McCollough and Bharadwaj 1992; Reichheld
1993). By taking prompt and constructive action, businesses can often turn consumer
discontent into customer loyalty. It is generally recognized that in the long run,
business profits are tied to the company's ability to satisfy the customer, Effective
complaint handling generates new income by installing loyalty in customers.

Complaint handling to the strategies firms use to resolve and learn from service
failures in order to (re)establish the organization's reliability in the eyes of the
customer (Hart, Heskett, and Sasser 1990). Complaint data are key in quality
management efforts because they can be used to correct problems with service design
and delivery, which makes it more likely that performance will be done right the first
time (Lovelock 1994). Figure 2.6 displays the framework of complaint handling
study.

If it were possible to isolate the single factor that most contributes to customer

frustration, it would probably be the lack of a visible and continuing means for
customers to communicate their concerns to someone who they believe cares.
According to the TARP study, consumers often do not complain because they believe
it may not be worth their time; they do not know where or how to complain; and they
believe complaining will not do any good.

Unhappy shoppers do not always express their dissatisfaction directly. At any time, 25
percent of customers are dissatisfied-but only 4 percent complain (TARP). Many
customers would rather switch suppliers than complain. Even more, it doesn't take
much to cause a customer to switch.
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Figure 2.6 A Framework for Examining Complaint Handling Relationships

Postpurchase Options

Exit

Complain to Firm

Purchase

Dissatisfaction

Event

Third-Party
Action

Patronage

-

The Technical Assistance Research Program (TARP) did extensive research on
complaints throughout the 1980s and 1990s. Its research findings are as follows:
96 percent of unhappy customers never complain.
68 percent of customers defect because of indifference.
17 percent of dissatisfied complainers will buy again.

~~~

*

73 percent of satisfied complainers will buy again.
8 percent to 10 percent of people hear about each complaint from the dissatisfied
customer.

The benefits of a good customer complaint handling system are self-evident. More
than 73 percent of satisfied complainer buy again. Only 17 percent of dissatisfied
complainers buy again. A well-executed complaint handling process pays off.
Resolution time, skills and knowledge of a complaint handler, and fair resolution are
all key criteria for satisfaction.
The complaint resolution is not an easy process. Quick response is vital. ASQC
conducted a study on the optimal complaint resolution time. It found a dramatic

St. Gabriel Library, Au
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increase in customer defection if a complaint was not resolved within three days
(LeHouillier 1993).

A complaint can be a chance for the company to keep a customer form leaving
dissatisfied. If a customer is unhappy but doesn't complain, then the company risks
losing that customer, along with the customer's future profit stream. Research
indicates that approximately one unhappy customer in twenty actually complains,
which means that a complaining customer is just tip of the iceberg (TARP).
Companies should welcome complaints, and view them as a chance to satisfy a
customer.

The urgency with which an organization views a complaint is related to the future
value of the customer. Recovery of a dissatisfied customer is possible, and research to
date indicates that the benefits of turning around a complaining customer are
dramatic. In some circumstances, 95% of complainers will return if the complaint is
handled satisfactorily and an unhappy customer who is listened to, regardless of the
final outcome, is twice as likely return (Zemke 1989)

Complaint Handling Satisfaction and SST
Westbrook (1987, p. 28) observes that satisfaction "usually is regarded as the central
mediator of postpurchase behavior, linking prechoice product beliefs to postchoice
cognitive structure, consumer communications, and repurchase behavior." Similarly,
satisfaction with complaint handling could be the central mediator that links
perceptions of the fairness dimensions to postcomplaint attitudes and behaviors.

Extant research supports this connection. For example, Bitner, Booms, and Tetreai;t
(1990) find that customers were likely to have positive reactions to encounters in
which initial service failures were followed by effective recoveries, such as being
upgraded to a better room, compensated with free meal or drink, provided with an
explanation as to why the service was unavailable, or assisted in solving the problem.

In contrast, failure to apologize, compensate, or explain the problem led to an
unfavorable recollection of the encounter.
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The beneficial implications of complaint rates with SST are important to consider.
First customer complaint enables firms to adapt SST systems proactively to prevent
future failure. Second, complaining customers provide firms the opportunity to
prevent service switching by customers who are unhappy with their SST experience.
When complaints are made, it is important for firm to address the issues quickly to
prevent this service switching (Tax and Brown 1998; Tax, Brown, and
Chandrashekaran 1998).

2.3.12 Word of Mouth and Repurchase Intention

The most effective way to reach and keep customers in the long run is by word-ofmouth. Word-of-mouth provides testimonials and these testimonials are the fastest
way to build credibility with customers. These testimonials are often so powerful they
make the sale all by themselves (Tracy 1995).

All the marketing and advertising firms do can. only entice their customers to try their
businesses the first time. After that, they will come back to the business if they liked
what they received and will probably tell all their friends. (Larson #4, no date) Happy
customers may tell others that they are happy and unhappy customers may tell others
that the company is no good. However, studies have shown that every satisfied
customer will tell five friends, but every dissatisfied customer will tell ten friends
(Gibson 1994). Satisfied customers will sing your praises, but dissatisfied customers
will "SHOUT" their criticisms (Parker-Clark, no date).

Word of mouth advertising is very effective, but it takes longer to see results since it
takes a long period of time to "get-the-word- out". This type of advertising is the least
expensive, but the most difficult to use. An effective promotional approach some
people use in conjunction with word-of-mouth advertising is to offer a special and
meaningful incentive to the person who brings in a new customer.

It is important for providers of SSTs to understand how customers evaluate SSTs so
that the firms can improve them. According to the research, respondents were more
likely to use the same company's SST in the future and recommend it to a friend
when there had been a technology failure than process failure, poor design, and
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customer-driven failure (Meuter et al. 2000). There seems to be some understanding
that these problems are likely to occur at least on occasion, and customers are more
forgiving in these situations. The researchers also find that more customers who are
not using it again when they view design problems as the reason for the poor outcome
(Meuter et al. 2000). This indicates that types of failures may be particularly
important for service firms to avoid because of the serious consequences they have for
customer loyalty.
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CHAPTER Ill
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
In this chapter, it consists of conceptual framework, research hypotheses, and
operational definition of variables.

In the conceptual framework part, the major

theories that are used to conceptualize the framework are included. The researcher
also includes the research hypotheses that are drawn from the conceptual framework.
Regarding the operational definition of variables, the researcher includes the
conceptual definition, operational definition and measurement scale.

3.1 Conceptual Framework

A conceptual model is defined as any highly formalized use of symbols or other such
physical analogues. Models are used as representations of theoretical systems so that
they can be tested, examined, and generally analyzed The conceptual model
employed in this study is depicted in Figure 3.1

-

Figure 3.1 Conceptual Framework of Online Self-service technology for
exploring satisfaction with service quality
(P = Perceived Performance, E = Expectations)

Usage patterns
1. Frequency of use
2. Time spent

Service Quality Dimensions

Overall Customer Satisfaction
Dissatisfaction (P<E)
Mere Satisfaction (P=E)
Delight (P>E)

Complaining Behaviors

Customer Attributions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Availability of service
Completeness of service
Speed of transaction
Incentive
Interaction
Usability
Privacy and Security

Word-of-mouth
Repeat purchase intention
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Based on the studies depicted in the literature review (Chapter II), conceptual
framework is developed by combining Online/Internet technology-based self-service
delivery options and customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction (CS/D) literature for
measuring customer satisfaction with online/internet self-service technology.

As presented in figure 3.1 the framework for customer satisfaction, the model is built
to identify the "gap" which represent differences between customer expectations and
what online self-service technology actually provides. As service "gap" is identified,
service providers will be able to target resources to reduce and/or eliminate the gap
and improve customer satisfaction. The overall perceived online SST quality should
affect customer satisfactions. If the performance is less than expectation, the
customers are dissatisfied with the service. If the outcome of performance is similar to
expectation, then customers are merely satisfied with the service. When performance
exceed expectation, the customers are delighted.

The proposed model of the study is also formed to study the relationship of service
quality dimension to overall customer satisfaction, word of mouth, and repurchase
intention. Furthermore, the framework is employed to study the differences in overall
customer satisfaction levels among different usage patterns. This model also identifies
the relationship of overall customer satisfaction to customer attribution and
complaining behaviors.

*

As shown in Figure 3.1 the result from the framework of online SST are the outcome
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction of all independent variables chosen to measure the
quality of deliverable services of online SST. This will support service providers for
improving the effectiveness of their services for success in the business world.

In order to relate these variables into operational study, each of these variables will be

used to develop the statements of hypothesis to test their relationship. The variables
are expanded to generate a sub-group of measurement elements and survey questions,
which are discussed in the following statement of hypothesis.
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3.2 Statement of Hyeothesis

A hypothesis is a tentative explanation for certain behaviors, phenomena, or events
that have occurred or wilJ occur. The researcher does not set out to "prove"
hypothesis but rather collect data that either support the hypothesis or do not support
it. Correspondingly, a good hypothesis states as clearly and concisely as possible the
expected relationship (or difference) between the variables and defines those variables
in operational, measurable terms.

A simply but clearly stated hypothesis makes it easier for consumers of research to
understand, simplify the testing, and facilitate formulation of conclusions following
data analysis (L.R. Gay and P.L. Diehl 1996). The research hypotheses for
experimental studies are set up in accordance with the objective of this research.

Objective 2: Assessing the relationship of service quality dimension with online SST
to overall customer satisfaction, word of mouth, and repurchase intentions.
To meet this objective, the hypotheses relating to online self-service delivery and
CS/D are presented as follows :

H1:

There is no significant relationship between service quality dimension to

overall customer satisfaction.
ol.

H2:

There is no significant relationship between service quality dimension to

repurchase intentions.

H3 :

There is no significant relationship between service quality dimension to word

of mouth.

Objective 3: Studying differences in overall customer satisfaction level among
difference customers' usage patterns.
Hypotheses testing relating to online self-service delivery and CS/D are organized as
follows:
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Hi:

There is no significant difference in customers' usage patterns in difference

overall customer satisfaction.

Objective 4: Assessing the relationship of overall customer satisfaction to
complaining behavior and customer attributions.
The hypotheses relating to online self-service delivery and CS/D are presented as
follows:

H5 :

There is no significant relationship between overall customer satisfaction and

complaining behavior.

He;:

There is no significant relationship between overall customer satisfaction and

customer attributions.

3.3 Operational of the Variables

The service quality dimensions in this research are based on critical incident
categories covering self-service technologies proposed by Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree
and Bitner (2000) combined with security and privacy of using Internet presented by
Navak and Chatterjee (1995).

In this study, the seven variables can be assessed across all customers by averaging
their scores on statements making up the dimensions. The disconfirmation of
expectations are measured thorough 5 point rating scale ranging from "1
worse than expected" to "5

=

=

much

much better than expected". The scores can then be

analyzed to assess the overall customer satisfaction. The variables for this study are
outlined below:

1. Availability of service
When I want
The Internet is always open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. So online SST
enabled the user to perform the service anytime, day or night.
Where I want
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Online SST enabled the user to obtain the service from home, from office, on
the road, or at other locales by accessing the Internet.
Solved intensified need
Intensified needs are defined as situations in which external environment
factors add a sense of urgency to the transaction (Meuter et al. 2000).
Satisfaction was driven by the online SST' s ability to bail customer out of
difficult situation or solve the acute problem they were experiencing.

Disconjirmation Questions:

Q12) You could access the service anytime you needed without waiting for finn's
opening hour.
Q13) You could obtain the service from anywhere by using the Internet.
Q14) Online SST is often available to help you solve a problem as fast as you
needed.

2. Completeness of service
Kennedy and Young (1989) defined the completeness of service as the degree to
which the total job is finished.

Did it job
The online SST doing what it was intended to do. Just having the online SST
do what it is supposed to do was enough to satisfy these users (Meuter et al.
2000).

&!l'il

Service failure
In this research, the researcher service failure refers to technology failure and
process failure. The technology failure due to the technology not working as
intended (Meuter et al. 2000). There was a breakdown of delivery at the point
at which the customer interacts with the technology. The process failure refers
to the online SST functioned as designed, but there was a breakdown or failure
in the process after the customer-technology interaction occurred. An example
is a respondent who never received a product after it was successfully ordered
and paid for over the Internet.
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Disconfirmation Questions:

Q15) The service was completed properly as you intended.
Ql6) Online SST safeguarded your information and transaction from service
failure.

3. Speed of transaction
Saved time
The online SST has been described as allowing the actual transaction to be
performed more quickly or efficiently than does the interpersonal alternative
(Bitner 2000).

Disconfirmation Question:

Q17) You are able to perform the transaction more quickly from the online SST
than interpersonal alternative.

4. Incentive
Saved money
The online SST enabled users to save money by helping them save the
transaction cost or get a better deal. Many firms offer financial incentives for
consumers to use online SST such as frequent flyer miles or other financial
benefits.

Q18) Online SST enabled you to save money by helping you save the fare.
Q19) You got the better incentives from using online SST e.g. financial benefit,
discount.

5. Interaction
Avoid service personnel
Meuter et al. (2000) highlighted that some respondents discussed using SST
options to avoid interacting with service employees. Some consumers believe
they are more effective at producing the service than firm employees.
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Disconfirmation Questions:

Q20) You could provide the service less erroneously than firm employees.
Q2 l) You could provide the service faster than waiting for firm employees.

6. Usability

Easy to use
Meuter et al. (2000) explained that the SST was easy to use or easier to use
than the interpersonal service option led to customer satisfaction. This
category included the SST was described as having simple or clear
instructions or a straightforward process.

Disconfirmation Questions:

Q22) The instructions/functions were clear and easy to understand.
Q23) You were able to complete your job easily with online SST.

7. Privacy and Security

Hoffman, Novak, and Chatterjee (1995) show the important of security and
privacy in their research. Privacy and security is the factor consumers really
consider when they use Online/Internet SST. Parasuraman (1991) identify that the
security is freedom from danger, risk or doubt.

*

Disconfirmation Questions:

Q24) The transaction was performed safety and privacy from hacker or an
unauthorized person.
Q25) Online SST was guaranteed the security of the transaction from virus
computer on a network that could harm your information and your computer.

Table 3.1 Operational Definition: Customers' usage patterns
Conceptual Definition

Operational Definition

Measurement Scale

Customer usage patterns

•
•

Nominal

Frequency of use
Time spent
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Table 3.2 Operational Definition: Seven service quality dimensions
Conceptual Definition

Operational Definition

1. Availability of service

•

When

I

want:

Measurement Scale

ability

to Interval scale

perform the service anytime.
•

Where I want:

ability to

perform the service from offsite locations.
•

Solving

intensified

need:

ability to bail customers out of
immediate

or

troubling

situations.
2.

Completeness

•

of

service

Did it job: ability to complete Interval scale
the job as intended.

If.

Service failure: Securing the

1-...;
j:J

transaction from technology

A: I~

failure and process failure.
3. Speed of transaction

J

•

4. Incentive

the interpersonal alternative.
•

~

Saved time: performing the Interval scale
transaction more quickly than

~ ,,

~

Saved

~

savmg Interval scale

money:

transaction cost and helping
the users to get a better deal
such as financial benefit

5. Interaction

•

Avoid

service

personnel: Interval scale

using online SST customers
can produce more effective
service than firm employees.

6. Usability

•

Easy to use: having simple or Interval scale
clear

instructions

or

straightforward process.
7. Privacy and Security

•

The transaction was performed Interval scale
safety and privacy from hacker

and virus computer.
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Table 3.3: Operational Definition: Overall customer satisfaction
Conceptual Definition
Overall

Operational Definition

Measurement Scale

customer Overall customer satisfaction with Interval
the quality of online SST.

satisfaction

Table 3.4: Operational Definition: Customer attributions, word of mouth, repeat
purchase intention, complaining behaviors
Conceptual Definition

Operational Definition

Customer attributions

When something goes wrong, Nominal

Measurement Scale

customers attribute the balm to
themselves or the service firm?

I

Word of mouth

Would the customers recommend Interval
the service to others?

I Repeat

purchase Would the customers use the Interval

' intention
Complaining behaviors

service again in the near future?
Did the customers use to complain Nominal
about online SST? How did they

I
I

complain?

r2::.

c-..._

_c__s
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology was aimed to explain the process of conducting this
research into several areas. Technique and method of data collection is explained in
research design. Respondent and sampling procedure defines target population and

describes sample mode and size of sample using in this study. Data collection and
procedure explains how to access target population Research instrument and
measurement mentions the variable measurement. Data processing and analysis

explains how descriptive statistics as well as hypotheses testing are implemented in
the research.

4.1 Research Design

In order to accomplish the research objective, the researcher used the survey
technique which is the systematic collection of data from respondents for the purpose
of understanding and/or predicting some aspect of behavior of the population of
interest (Tull and Hawkins, 1980). The survey researches are probably the most used
type of design in business research endeavors because they allow the researchers to
study and describe large proportions fairly quickly at relatively low cost (Davis and
Cosenza, 1993). This type of design the researcher does not attempt to manipulate the
independent variable(s) because the variable(s) is inherently not manipulable for some
reasons or another (Davis, 1996). The survey research technique provides quick,

---------------

inexpensive, efficient, and accurate means of assessing information about the
----------------------"-----~-

··---------------,

population.

------------·
Secondary data collection is from several sources such as Marketing magazines,
Newspaper articles, Marketing and Service Marketing textbooks, previous research
reports, and business journals. Beside that the Internet sources such as
www.infoseek.com, www.HotlOO.com, www.yahoo.com are the useful sources of
this research.
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Tpe primary data was collected via ,structured interviews with closed-form
questionnaires (Self-Administered Questionnaire) on selected target population. By
this method a researcher can give questionnaires directly to respondents. This type of
survey is the cheapes~ and it can be conducted by a single researcher (Neuman,
2000). The closed-form questionnaires help respondents to make quick decision by
making a choice among the several alternatives that are provided.

4.2 Respondent and Sampling Procedure

4.2.1 Target Population

The target population for this research is defined as follows:

Element: University students in Bangkok both male and female who use online

SST.
Due to the university students are regular Internet users and they have the
potential to access WWW and use online SST.
I

Sampling unit:. University in Bangkok (Chulalongkorn University, Tammasat
I

University, Assumption University, Rangsit University, Mahidol University).
Extent: Bangkok
Time: 2001

4.2.2

Sampling size

According to Internet Information Research Center (IIRC) of NECTEC (2000), there
were 500,000 of Internet users in Thailand; 67.68% are located in Bangkok and Nearby, 45.73% are currently enrolled education and 87.35% of them are studying
Bachelor degree or higher. So the target population in this study is 135,174
(University students in Bangkok who use Internet).

In marketing research studies, typical ranges of sample sized are used as shown in
table 4.1. These numbers have been based on experience and can serve as rough
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guidelines, particularly when nonprobability sampling techniques are used (Malhotra,
2000).

Table 4.1: Sample Sizes Used in Marketing Research Studies
Type of Study
Problem
research

identification
(e.g.,

Minimum Size

Typical Range

500

1,000-2,500

200

300-500

market

potential)
Problem solving research
(e.g. pricing)
Product tests

200

Test marketing studies

200

r;:;;-..,,.

r

.1

300-500
300-500

Source: Adapted from Marketing Research: An Applied Orientation, third edition, by Naresh

K. Malhotra Copyright © 2000 by Prentice Hall.

The researcher subjectively determines sample sizes as 400 samples. This figure can
meet time and budget constraints for this study.

4.2.3

Sampling technique

In this study, researcher employs non-probability sampling, which population does
not have any probability attached to their being chosen as sample subjects. Every
element of the population does not have a known, non-zero probability. According to
the non-probability sampling, it is not compulsory for the researcher to closely adhere
to precise selection procedures to eliminate arbitrary or biased selection of elements.
The selection of sampling element is carried out by the judgmental sampling because
the researcher knows the respondents who are university students, are currently using
Internet, and who have ever or never use online SST.

4.3 Research Instrument

As earlier mention, questionnaire is employed as the instrument in this research.
These survey items were selected based on systematic analysis and practical
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application for testing the hypothesis statements, which was attached in Appendix A
and B. This survey comprised of four Parts namely:
•

Part I:

Customers' usa~_pg_flf!!!JS.

It contains 4 questions related to online SST web site, types of use, frequency of

use, and time spent using online SST.
•

Part II:

General information.

This part was designed for obtaining the results of general information in related
to overall customer satisfaction, customer attributions, complaining behavior,
word of mouth, and repurchase intentions based on customers' viewpoints
towards online SST.
•

Part Ill:
- - -- -

Service quality dimension.
• • • •.-•• • •. - - , _ .

• •••••·- -·• • • •

_. ,_ , _,_• M•o

It contains 14 questions for measuring customer expectation and perception

towards the online SST in terms of service quality dimensions based on
disconfirmation theory.
•

----------

Part JV:

Demographic profiles.

It contains 5 questions to counter check on customers' demographic profiles.

Therefore, this question surveys answered various questions stated in Statement of
Problems under Chapter I and Research Hypothesis under Chapter IV

The formation of questionnaire was constructed based on the basic framework. This
questionnaire concise multiple item five-point rating scale (Likert Scale) and were
categorized into 14 disconfirmation questions, measuring comparison with
expectations. Under some fairly reasonable assumptions, it can be shown
mathematically that comparison with expectations will correlate higher with customer
retention than either a quality question or a satisfaction question (Rust and Zahorik,
1992). In addition, disconfirmation question is use to avoid skewed responses, which
typical customer satisfaction or quality question produce an ordinate

nun:~ber

of

responses at the very top end of the scale (Peterson and Wilson, 1992). For the
purpose of this study, the seven main variables were assessed across all customers by
averaging their scores on statements making up the dimensions.
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The direct disconfirmation is used for the study because of it benefits that stated in
chapter two. As a direct measure, the customers are asked to compare the
performance with his/her expectations (disconfirmation) on a scale from "much worse
than expected" to "much better than expected". The gap scores were then measured
through 5 point rating scale to assess the customer satisfaction level. It was also be
used to identify the key dimensions facets within those dimensions to focus
improvement efforts.

Table 4.2 Summarized the group of issues on questionnaires.

Issues

Question

I

Descriptions

Scale

No.

I:

Customers'

Online SST web site

Nominal

Q.2

Online SST primary type of use

Nominal

Q.3

Frequency of use

Nominal

Q.4

Time spent using online SST

Nominal

Q.5

Overall level of satisfaction

1-5

.,

Q.6

Repurchase Intention

'

Q.7

Word of mouth

Q.8

Customer Attributions

Q.9

Customer Attributions due to

usage Q.1

patterns
I

l

II: General Information

1-5
•

[:.
......

1-5
Nominal
1-5

customer action
Q.10

Customer Attributions due to

1-5

service firm or the technology
Complaining behavior

Nominal

Availability

1-5

Q.15-16

Completeness

1-5

Q.17

Speed of transaction

1-5

Q.18-19

Incentive

1-5

Q.20-21

Interaction

1-5

Q.22-23

Usability

1-5

Q.24-25

Privacy and Security

1-5

Q.11

III:

Service

Quality Q.12-14

Dimensions
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Issues

Question

Descriptions

Scale

No.
IV: Demographic Profiles

P.1

Sex

Nominal

P.2

Age

Ordinal

P.3

Marital Status

Nominal

P.4

Personal Income

Ordinal

P.5

Educational Attainment

Ordinal

4.4 Pre-testing

The researcher pre-tested the data collection tool in order to test the reliability of
questionnaire by distributing 30 copies of questionnaire to the randomly selected
respondents for testirtg. Mistakes were corrected and adjusted in terms of sequencing,
wording, and structuring in order to prevent the communication bias between the
researcher and respondents.

4.5 Data Collection Procedure

The Data was collected during 18-30 February 2001. Sampling units are selected
based on researcher convenience and judgement. Five universities selected for the
studying are Assumption University, Chulalongkorn University, Thummasat
University, Rangsit University, and Mahidol University. The 100 questionnaires are
issued to each university to reach 500 target sets.

4.6 Statistical Treatment of Data

Several methods of statistical analysis applied in this study through encoding and
processing by SPSS statistical software for data evaluation and analysis. The
statistical tools used to answer the following research questions based upon the
Questionnaire are as follows:
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Descriptive Statistic

In descriptive analysis, the raw data of the respondents are presented in form of
frequency as well as percentage for nominal data and some of interval data. These
data include demographic profiles, usage patterns, and some general information
(customer attributions, and complaining behaviors). Furthermore, average weighted
mean is used to measure the perception of customer on service quality dimension and
overall customer satisfaction.

The most common statistical technique for tabulating data was percent distributions,
means, and standard deviations. Percent distribution indicated the percent of
customers who answer each of the available response options of each surveyed item.
Mean scores measured the similarity in customer responses, but they do not indicate
how response varies. The standard deviation measured the variance in responses. The
more largely the standard deviation, the more dispersed the customer response to the
item.
From this thesis study, the mean scores were weighted in to the categories as follows:

Disconfirmation Average Weighted Mean

Rating Scales

1.0-1. 79

*

Interpretation
ol.

Much worse than expected

*l

Dissatisfaction

1.80-2.59

Somewhat worse than expectef

2.60-3.39

About as expected

3.40-4.19

Somewhat better than expectedJ... Delight

4.20-5.0

Much better than expected

~

Mere satisfaction

f
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Hyoothesis Testing

•

Multiple Linear Regression
The researcher used of correlation analysis and stepwise regressiop analysis to
know which of the service quality dimensions best predicts overall satisfaction
with the Online SST or the extent to which the customer makes recommendations
l

and repurchase intention. The correlation matrix is presented. Included in the
correlation matrix are the reliability estimates (Cronbach's alpha) for each of tht;'.
seven subscales. Hence, the MLR is employed to test Hl-H3.

From this study, the correlation coefficient is a measure of the extent of which
variables vary in the same way. Correlation coefficients generally range -1.00 to

+1.00 as follows:
-1 .00

Perfect negative correlation

-0.95

Strong negative correlation

-0.50

Moderate negative correlation

-0.10

Weak negative correlation

0.0

No correlation

+l.00

Weak positive correlation

+0.50

Moderate positive correlation

+0.95

Strong positive correlation

+1.00

Perfect positive correlation

~
~

r-

~

~
9 9

ol

~~

1at1'5'6\i\~

*

In addition, stepwise regression is used to examine the actua1 effect size (R2) when
interpreting the results.

•

From the preliminary analysis of Kolmogorov test and Homogeneity test of the
normal distribution and equality of variance. For the normal distribution, Analysis
of Variance (ANOVA) is used to determine whether there is any difference in
customer satisfaction level among difference customers' usage patterns (H4) in
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terms of frequency of use and time spent. For the non-normal distribution,
1

Kruskal-Wallis Test is employed.

•

For H5-H6, Chi-square test is used to analyze the relationship of overall customer
satisfaction to customer attributions and complaining behaviors.

Two weeks are used to collect the data. After completion of data collection, the data
are interpreted by Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) for Window95/98. In
analyzing the data, three weeks are used. The form of data presentation from these
procedures is presented in easily interpretable formats. All the statistical procedures
are carried out by computer software package to ensure accuracy and to minimize
cost.
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CHAPTERV

DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter emphasizes on the analysis of all gathered data. Descriptive and
Inferential statistics are two statistical techniques used in the analysis as they are best
fit for providing optimal results that can meet the research problems and objectives.

The objective of descriptive statistics is to provide summary measures of the data
contained in all elements of a sample (Davis 1996). In doing so the measure of central
tendency and measures of dispersion are usually of concern. While inferential
statistics is a branch of statistics that allows researchers to make judgements about the
whole population based upon the results generated by samples. Inferential statistics
enable a researcher to perform the needed statistical test of hypothesis in the statistics
of business research.

5.1 Summary of Questionnaires Distributed and Returned

The researcher collected the primary data through 500 questionnaires from the target
population. The number of the questionnaires returned is 467 or 93.4%. The number
'---

of invalid cases is 51 or 10.2%. Therefore, the total number of valid questionnaires is
416 or 83.2%.
c-

1r

Table 5.1: Number of Questionnaires Distributed and Returned
Questionnaires
Questionnaires Distributed
Questionnaires Returned
Invalid Questionnaires
Total Valid Questionnaires

Cases
500
467
51
416

Percent(%)
100.00
93.4.
10.2
83.2

Responses to the questionnaires were coded and the resulting data were analyzed to
address1the

s~dy' s

research questions. The analysis and findings are reported in this

chapter~ Descriptive analysis and hypothesis testing are discussed as follows:
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5.2 Descriptive Analysis

Descriptive analysis is 1J.ie method of preliminary data analysis that helps summarize
- - - -- - - - -

--·----··-··--·.-~. ·-·-· •'O . ''

•''"'"•'•''•"•· •.. ,

• m ' • - · · - - · - · · ··· - · · · - · · · - - · " - ' _ " . . _ _ •••
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• •'

'

-····---

the general nature of variables included in a study and the interrelations among them
(Davis 1996), __

------5.2.1 Resoondents' Demographic Profiles

Table 5.2: Gender of Respondents
i
i

I Valid
L

male
female
Total

Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
48.8
48.8
203
48.8
('
r'\(
100.0
213
51.2
51.2
100.0
416
\\' 100.0
I

~

12'

Table 5.2 shows the gender of respondents in this research, Male represents 48.8% of
respondents, whereas, female respondents are counted for 51.2%.

-

1J=ll
Table 5.3: Age of Respondents

Valid

Under 18
18-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
45-49
Total

r-

Frequency Percent
Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
6
1.4
1.4
1.4
360
86.5
86.5
88.0
35
8.4
8.4
96.4
9
2.2
2.2
98.6
3
.7
99.3
..., .5
2
99.8
1
100.0
.2
.2
416
100.0
100.0

Table 5.3 illustrates the age ranges of respondents. The majority of respondents are
aged between 18-24 counted for 86.5%. While, the percentage of respondents aged
between 25-29, 30-34 and under 18 are 8.4%, 2.2%, and 1.4% respectively. The rest
ofrespondents are aged 35-39 represented by 0.7%, aged 40-44 counted for 0.5%, and
aged 45-49 counted for 0.2%.
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Table 5.4: Marital Status of Respondents
- - - ------· --· -· · --·-··· - ·-·------

Valid

Married
Single
Divorced/separated
/widowed
Total

FreQuencv Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
1.4
1.4
6
1.4
98.1
99.5
408
98.1
2
.5
100.0
.5
416

100.0

100.0

From table 5.4, it illustrates 98.1 % of respondents are single. While, married
respondents are 1.4%. The rest of respondents who divorced, separated, or widowed
counted for 0.5%.

Table 5.5: Average Monthly Income of Respondents

------ - -·-

I
Valid

- --

Frequency Percent
Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
less than 5,000
200
48.1
48.1
48.1
5,000-9,999
40.1
88.2
167
40.1
~
l 0,000-29,999
97.8
40
9.6
9.6
-e.
30,000-49,999
.5
98.3
.5
2
50,000-100,000
99.8
6
1.4
1.4
t
r::::=.-J
more
than
.2
100.0
1
.2

-

I

100,000
Total

~

416

100.0

100.0

~

From 'table 5.5, the figures show 48.1% of respondents have monthly income less than
5,000. 40.1 % of respondents have monthly income between 5,000-9 ,999 followed by
10,000-29,999 and 50,000-100,000 counted for 9.6% and 1.4% respectively.
Respondents who have monthly income between 30,000-49,999 and more than
100,000 counted for 0.5% and 0.2% respectively.
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Table 5.6: Highest level of Education of Respondents
-

---, .. ---·-·· · ·- ·---···-----·---- ----~------------

Val id Cumulative Percent
Percent
58.2
58.2
58.2

Frequency Percent
school/vocational
I Valid High
certificate
Diploma certificate
Bachelor's degree
Master/doctorate's degree
Total

242
6
154
14
416

1.4
37.0
3.4
100.0

1.4
37.0
3.4
100.0

59.6
96.6
100.0

Table 5.6 illustrates 58.2% of respondents have high school or vocational certificate.
While, 37% of them hold Bachelor's degree.

Respondents have Master or

Doctorate's degree counted for 3.4%. The rest of respondents hold Diploma
certificate represented by 1.4%.

5.2.2 Respondents' usage patterns of online SST
Table 5.7: The online SST web site
Frequency Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative Percent
I Valid ~_._oo_ __.,_ _ _1_24-+-_ _2_9_.8-+-_ _ _3_3_.8-+-_ _ _ _ _
3_3.__,8
1
61.9
hotmail
103
24.8
28.1
~
1
71.4
~
I
sanook
35
8.4
9.5
80.1
~
~·~~~-c_fil_cha~~-+--il.
-~~-3_2_,_~~-7._7-+-~~~-8_._7-+-~~~~~___,
~
100.0
I
other
~
73
17.5
19.9
Total
367
88.2
100.0
..Missing not answer
49
11. 8
Total
416
, 100.0
969 . -~
I

Table 5. 7 summarizes the first four type of online SST web site respondents familiar
-

with. The figures show the highest percentage of them familiar with

www,yabQCl.ce_om

as

counted for 33.8%. While, 28.1 % and 9.5% of respondents familiar with W'Y..w~tio1rrnaiLcQrn
and \/frYW,$<ioooK,com respectively. While 8. 7% of respondents familiar with
The rest of them (19.9%) are familiar with other web site such as

YY\fiw.catcha.com.

ww,'£,tl:LEZ.mJJ.sicloYsiLcorn,

St. Gabriel Library,Au
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Table 5.8: The online SST primary type of use

Type of use
Information search
Distance learning
Shoooing
Financial transaction
Entertainment
Communication
E-mail
Other
Total resoonses

Count
360
4
24
12
256
108
356
9
1129

Pct of Responses
31.9
.4
2.1
1.1
22.7
9.6
31.5
.8
100.0

Pct of Case
86.5
1.0
5.8
2.9
61.5
26.0
85.6
2.2
271.4

Note: 0 missing cases; 416 valid cases

Table 5.8 illustrates type of service that respondents use via Internet. The figures
show 86.5% of them use information search followed by e-mail seI"Vice,
entertainment, and communication counted for 85.6%, 61.5% and 26% respectively,
whereas, 5.8%, 2.9%, and 2.2% from all of these online SST users perform shopping,
financial transaction, and other service. There are 1.0% of respondents perform
distance learning.

-

1J=ll

r-

Table 5.9: Frequency of use
fJ

/ri>
v

Valid

At least:

once a day
once
a
week
once
a
month
once a year
Total

Frequency Percent
134
234

"'1

Table 5.9 presents frequency of use.

Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
32.2
32.2
32.2
56.3
56.3
88.5

41

9.9

9.9

98.3

7

1.7
100.0

1.7
100.0

100.0

416

The figures show a substantial number of

respondents use the service at least once a week as counted for 56.3%, whereas,
32.2% and 9.9% of them use the service at least once a day and once a month
respectively. 1. 7% of respondents use the service at least once a year.
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Table 5.10: Time spent using online SST
~

Valid

Cumulative Percent
Frequency Percent . Valid Percent
5.3
5.3
5.3
22
about 15 min
20.4
15.1
15.1
63
about 30 min
28.1
7.7
7.7
32
about 45 min
57.0
28.8
28.8
120
about 1 hour
100.0
43.0
43.0
179
more than 1 hour
100.0
100.0
416
Total

From table 5.10, the amount of time using by most of respondents lies more than one
hour (43%) followed by about 1 hour (28.8%). The percentage of respondent use
online SST about 30 minutes is 15.1%. While, 7.7%

and 5.3% are counted for

respondents who use the service about 45 minutes and about 15 minutes respectively.
(

5.2.3 General Information
Table 5.11: The bad experience with online SST

~alid

Frequency
No
Yes
Total

~
-

.

~

153
263
416

Valid Percent
Cumulative Percent
Percent
36.8
36.8
36.8
63.2
63.2
100.0
100.0
100.0
~

....
~'

From table 5 .11 reveals most of respondents had a bad experience with online SST as
counted for 63.2%, whereas, respondents who have never have a bad experience are
counted for 36.8%.

Table 5.12: Customer Attribution the bad expe.rience with online SST

Valid

Own action
Firm or tech
Both
Neither
Total

Frequency Percent
Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
8.7
8.7
8.7
23
43.7
43.7
52.5
115
41.8
94.3
110
41.8
5.7
5.7
100.0
15
263
100.0
100.0

Table 5.12 shows most of the respondents attributed the outcome to firm or
technology as counted for 43.7%, whereas, respondents attributed the outcome to both
themselves and firm/technology 41.8%, themselves 8.7%, and neither themselves nor
firm/technology 5.7% respectively.
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Table 5.13: Complaining behavior

Valid

No
Yes
Total

FreQuency
Valid Percent
Cumulative Percent
Percent
76.0
200
76.0
76.0
24.0
63
24.0
100.0
100.0
263
100.0

Table 5.13 shows the complaining behavior of respondents in this research. Most of
respondents who ever had a bad experience with online SST have never complain
about the service as counted for 76%, whereas, 24% used to complain about the
online SST experience.

Table 5.14: Complaining Method

Complaining Method
Pct of Responses
Count
Pct of Case
'
Telephone
26
34.2
41.3
Going to service facility
2
2.6
3.2
~
.~"'>E-mail
44
57.9
69.8
Complaining letter
,,~
4
5.3
6.3
76
100.0
120.6
Total resoonses
Note: 353 missing cases; 63 valid cases
Table 5.14 shows complaining method which respondents use. The figures reveal that
69.8% of respondents used to complain through e-mail, whereas 41.3%, 6.3%, and
3.2% of them used to complain through telephone, letter, and going to service facility
respectively.

*
5.2.4 Service Quality Dimension

From the surveyed findings, 416 respondents report their perception towards service
quality dimensions in terms of availability, completeness, speed of transaction,
incentive, interaction, usability, and privacy&security. The results are summarized in
the tables 5.15:

From table 5.15, the mean score of completeness ranks highest (3.56), followed in
descending order by speed of transaction (3.54), availability (3.49), usability (3.45),
interaction (3.40), privacy and security (3.11), and incentive (3.40).

Examining the quality rating of the individual 14 items which contribute to the
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calculated of value dimensions, a few interesting patterns emerge. The mean scores
for all the items are ranged between 2.6-4.16 (about as expected to somewhat better
than expected). However, there is no any dimension has the mean score over 4.19
(much better than expected). The completeness of service has the highest mean score
among other dimensions (3.56). For availability of service, the third item "online SST
is often available to help you solve a problem as fast as you needed" has the lowest
score among others in the same dimension. In addition, the item "you got the better
incentive from using online SST e.g. financial benefit, discount" was rated lowest
among other dimensions. The average scores for this item is 2.8 (about as expected).

Table 5.15 Mean score ratings, SD, and Quality Rating of items in each Dimension

for online SST
N
(

v

Mean

Std. Deviation

Quality Rating

416
416
416
416

3.55
3.54
3.37
3.4872

.73
.79
.83
.6605

416
416
416

3.54
3.57
3.5577

.75 Delight
.75 Delight
.6944 Deli2ht

speed of transaction I
overall speed of transaction

416
416

3.54
3.5345

.78 Delight
.7472 Deli2ht

Incentivel
Incentive2
overall incentive

416
416
416

3.39
2:80
3.0950

Interaction 1
Interaction2
overall interaction

416
416
416

3.48
3.32
3.4002

.81 Delight
.85 Mere satisfaction
.7340 Deli2bt

Usabilityl
Usabilitv2
overall usability

416
416
416

3.50
3.39
3.4483

.81 Deliclit
.83 Delight
.7527 Deli2bt

privacy and securityl
privacy and security2
overall privacy&security

416
416
416

3.24
2.98
3.1094

.93 Mere satisfaction
.75 Mere satisfaction
.7376 Mere satisfaction

Valid N (listwise)

416

Availabilitv 1
Availability2
Availability3
overall availability
Completeness I
Completeness2
· overall completeness

;::
~~

--..::;

,--,

~
~

..fl!
~ f]
._,fi

Delight
Delight
Mere satisfaction
Delil!ht

"'Q

_,,~c:J
jl_iJ-

.88 Mere satisfaction
.71 Mere satisfaction
.6363 Mere satisfaction
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5.2.5 Overall Customer Satisfaction

In part II of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to rate their overall satisfaction
toward online SST. The mean score and standard deviation of both questionnaires are
summarized in Table 5.16

Table 5.16 Mean Score, SD, and Quality Rating of Overall Customer Satisfaction

N
overall satisfaction
Valid N (listwise)

Std. Deviation
Mean
3.72
416
416

Quality Rating
.68 Delight

Table 5.16 illustrates that most respondents are satisfied with online SST with 3.72
mean score.

5.3 Inferential Statistics

Inferential analysis is the method of data analysis that goes beyond the descriptive
analysis; it involves verifying specific statements or hypotheses about the population
(Davis 1996). Inferential statistics is based on the theory of probability and logic;
these are used to make inferences about the characteristics of a population form the
characteristics of a random sample drawn from the population.

Significant Test

A standard level of significance is established as a benchmark with critical value of
the statistic; then, the value of the statistic is calculated to see whether it meets that
level. If the calculated value of the statistic exceeds the critical value, the result being
tested is said to be statistically significant at that level. Generally the symbol HO is
null hypothesis and the symbol Ha is the alternative hypothesis. The purpose of
hypothesis testing is to determine which one of the two hypotheses is accepted.

Hyoothesis Testing

Hypotheses are numerical statements regarding the potential outcomes of an
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experiment (Davis 1996). A scientific Hypothesis is a formal statement or expectation
about the outcome of a study. Scientific hypothesis is usually stated in terms of
dependent and independent variables, and a relation between them. When conducting
a study, statistical hypotheses always come in pairs - null hypothesis, denoted Ho, and
an alternative hypothesis, denoted Ha in the context of an experiment, the null
hypothesis states that there is no effect of the independent variable. The alternative
hypothesis is the logical alternative to the null hypothesis.

In this research, multiple linear regression is used for Hl-H4 as the objective to assess
the relationship between independent and dependent variables. Whereas, KruskalWallis test will be employed for H4 to find out the relationship between usage
patterns to overall customer satisfaction. In addition, crosstab is used for H5-H6 to
find out the significant difference on stated variables between the independent groups.

5.3.1 Multiple Linear Regression (MLR)

A powerful approach at determining which of the seven service quality dimensions
best predicts the other variables is through a statistical method called multiple linear
regression analysis (MLR).

The specific type of regression analysis conducted here is referred to stepwise
regression analysis. This form of regression analysis shows the unique contribution of
all independent variables in predicting a given outcome variable. The multiple
regression model can be generalized in the form of:

Y' = a+b1X1+b2X2+ ... +~Xk+e

Where k = 1,2, ... ,p and p =number of independent variables.

The objective of MLR is used to estimate a, b, and the error in the model. The second
objective is to know the proportion of variance concerning the sample estimates.
When the actual computations are completed, the model will be referring to values of
beta 03) instead of values ofb (which is different from single linear regression). Beta
values. (f3) are the standardized regression coefficients obtained by standardizing the
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data before the calculations, or standardizing the b values after the analyses. The
model then becomes (disregarding the error term, for simplicity):

Y' = f3o+f31X1+f32X2+ ... +f3kXk
Which beyond the criteria as follows:

The criteria for Multiple Linear Regression (Watson (1996))

1. Mean of error must be zero (E(e) =O)
2. Variance of error is constant for each X
3. The error must be independent ( ei and ej must be independent) (Cov(ei,ej) =O)
4. The error will be distributed normally
(The test of criteria will be held in appendix A)

variance of Y= variance accounted for in Y by Xk (k= 1,2,. .. ,p) + variance not
accounted for in Y by Xk (k= 1,2, ... ,p)
or

SST = SSR+SSE

which SST= Sum Square of total (Variance ofY) or

SSR = Sum Square of Regression (variance accounted for in Y by Xk ( k = 1,2,. . .,p)
SSE= Sum Square of Error (variance not accounted for in Y by Xk(k = 1,2, ... ,p)

For the Hypothesis statement

Ho: f31 = f32 = (33 = ... f3k = 0

Ha: At least one /3i :;t O; I= 1, 2, 3, .. ., k
F test will be defined, F value = MSR/MSE which MSR= SSR/k an MSE =
SSE/ (n-k-1)

Reject Ho when F > F k, n-k-I; 1-a or significance Test R< a

However, for inferential purposes, full disclosure of the assumptions inherent in MLR
is necessary to avoid serious errors due to the violation of critical assumption of Xi
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and Xj will be statistically independent. The hypothesis

Ho: l3i = 0
Ha : f3i * 0 ; i = 1, 2, ... ' k
T-test is used; t = bi/Sbi when bi is coefficients of Xi and Sbi is Square root ofMSE
Reject Ho when
Or significance oft <a
Multiple coefficient ofDetermination: R2

Multiple coefficient of Determination is the proportion that independent variables can
explain the change in Y.
R 2 =SSE/SST
2

If the R value is near 1, independent variables will have high relation with dependent

variable. If the R 2 value is near 0, independent variables will have low relation with
dependent variable.

Coefficient ofPartial Correlation

*

Coefficient of partial correlation is the value, which show the relation between
dependent variable and one independent variables when give other independent
variables constant.

Coefficients ofzero-order correlation

Coefficient of zero-order correlation is the value to show the relation between
dependent variable and independent variable when not control other independent
variables.
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Multiple Linear Regression (MLR): Hypothesis Testing Results

H 1: There is no significant relationship between service quality dimension to
overall customer satisfaction.

In statistical term, it is stated as:

Ho1: f31

=

f32 = ... = f31

Hai: At least one f3i*f3j ; i = 1, 2, ... , 7

MLR mode1 for overall customer satisfaction

Y 1 = Overall customer satisfaction toward online SST

f3 0 =Constant value; f3i =coefficients for Xi (i= 1,2, ... ,7)
X 1 =Availability of service
X 2 = Completeness of service

X3 = Speed of transaction
~

= Incentive

Xs = Interaction
~

=Usability

X1 =Privacy and Security

Table 5.17: Model Summary ofMLR Results for H1
Adjusted R Std. Error of the Estimate Durbin-Watson
SQuare
1
.871
1.629
.34
.758
.755
a. Predii?tors: (Constant), overall availability, overall speed of transaction, overall interaction,
overall usability, overall privacy&security
b. Dependent Variable: overall satisfaction
Model

R

R Square

Result: From table 5.17, the sample multiple correlation coefficient (R) was .871. R 2
= .758 indicating that approximately 75.8 percent of the variance of overall customer
satisfaction in the sample can be accounted for by the linear combination of service

St. Gabriel Library, Au
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quality dimension. Durbin-Watson is 1.629 so the error is independent or there is no
auto correlation.

Table 5.18: ANOVA of MLR Result for Hl
Sum of Squares
Df
Mean Square F
Sig.
Regression
145.568
5
29.114 256.559
.000
Residual
46.526
410
.113
Total
192.094
415
a. Predictors: (Constant), overall availability, overall speed of transaction, overall interaction,
overall usability, overall privacy&security
b. Dependent Variable: overall satisfaction
Model
1

Result: From table 5.18, F

= 256.556, p = 0.000< 0.05 so reject Ho. The linear

combination of service quality dimension was significantly related to overall customer
satisfaction. This mean that there are at least one independent variable (service quality
dimension) can explain the dependent variable (overall customer satisfaction).

Table 5.19: Coefficients ofMLR Result for Hl
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
B
...---....
(Constant)
1
.127
overall availability
.383
overall speed of
.291
transaction
overall interaction
.144
overall usability
.144
' 7.368E-02
0
v e r a 1 1
privacy&security
a. Dependent Variable: overall satisfaction

Std. Error
.105
.036
.031
.027
.033
.025

Sig.

Standardized T
Coefficients
Beta

~~

.372
.320

1.206
10.570
9.311

.229
.000
.000

.155
.159
.080

5.272
4.422
2.927

.000
.000
.004

Result: From the multiple regression approach (Table 5.19), the unstandardized

coefficients (J3) of availability, speed of transaction, interaction, usability and privacy
and security are .383, .291, .144, .144, and .07368 respectively. So the best predictors
of the overall customer satisfaction are availability, followed by speed of transaction,
interaction, usability, and privacy and security respectively.

The regression equation is as follows:
Y'

=

f3o+f31X1+f32X2+ ... +f31X1

Overall customer satisfaction= .127 + .383availability + .291speed of transaction+
.144interaction +. 144usability+. 07368privacy&security (1)
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H2: There is no significant relationship between service quality dimensions to
repurchase intention.
In statistical term, it is stated as:

Ho2: f31 = f32 = ... = f31
Ha2: At least one f3i*Pi ; i = 1, 2, ... , 7

MLR model for repurchase intention

Y2 = repurchase intention toward online SST

f3o =Constant value; f3i =coefficients for Xi (i= 1,2, ... ,7)
X1 =Availability of service
X2 = Completeness of service
X3 = Speed of transaction

Xi = Incentive
Xs = Interaction
~=

Usability

X1 =Privacy and Security
Table 5.20: Model Summary of MLR result for H2

*

R Std. Error of the Estimate Durbin-Watson
Adjusted
Square
I
.697 .486
1.685
.50
.481
a.
Predictors: (Constant), overall availability, overall speed of transaction, overall
privacy&security, overall usability
b. Dependent Variable: repurchase intention
Model

R

R Square

Result: From table 5.20, the sample multiple correlation coefficient (R) was .697. R2
=

.486 indicating that approximately 48.6 percent of the variance repurchase intention

in the sample can be accounted for by the linear combination of service quality
dimension. Durbin-Watson is 1.685 so the error is independent or there is no auto
correlation.
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Table 5.21: ANOVA ofMLR result for H2
Model
I

Sum of SQuares Df
Mean SQuare
F
Sig.
Regression 95.977
97.101
4
23.994
.000
Residual
101.561
411
.247
Total
197.538
415
a.
Predictors: (Constant), overall availability, overall speed of transaction, overall
privacy&security, overall usability
b. Dependent Variable: repurchase intention

Result: From table 5.21, F

=

97.101, p

0.000< 0.05 so reject Ho. The linear

=

combination of service quality dimension was significantly related to repurchase
intention. This mean that there are at least one independent variable (service quality
dimension) can explain the dependent variable (repurchase intention).

Table 5.22: Coefficients ofMLR result for H2
Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
.953
.385

Model
1

(Constant)
0 v e r a l I
availability
-overall speed of .144
transaction
0 v e r a l 1 .136
privacv&securitv
overall usability
.172
a. Dep endent Variable: r epurchase intention

Sig.

Std. Error
.150
.053

Standardized T
Coefficients
Beta
6.345
.368
7.284

.046

.155

3.112

.002

.036

.146

3.783

.000

.046

.188

3.729

.000

.000
.000

(

Result: From the multiple regression approach (Table 5.22), the unstandardized

coefficients (j3) of availability, speed of transaction, privacy and security, and
usability .385, .144, .136, and .172 respectively. So the best predictors of the
repurchase intention are availability, followed by speed of transaction, privacy and
security, and usability respectively.

The regression equation is as follows:
Y'

= Po+l31X1+l32X2+ ... +j31X1

Repurchase intention= .953 + .385availability + .144speed of transaction

+.136privacy&security +. l 72usability

-

(2)
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BJ: There is no significant relationship between service quality dimensions to
word of mouth.

In statistical term, it is stated as:

l1-03: f31 = f32 = ... = f31
Ha3: At least one f3i:;t:f3j ; i = 1, 2, ... , 7
MLR model for word of mouth

Y3 =Word of mouth toward online SST
Po= Constant value; f3i =coefficients for xi (i= 1,2, ... '7)
X1 =Availability of service

X2 = Completeness of service
X3 = Speed of transaction

Xi = Incentive
Xs = Interaction
~

=Usability

X1 =Privacy and Security
Table 5.23: Model Summary ofMLR result for ID
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

*

Std. Error of the Durbin-Watson
Estimate
1
.777
.604
.599
.43
1.703
a. Predictors: (Constant), overall availability, overall speed of transaction, overall interaction,
overall privacy&security, overall usability
b. Dependent Variable: word of mouth

Result: From table 5.23, the relation between service quality dimension and word of

mouth is positive with R=.777. Also the percent of variance of service quality
dimension then accounted for by word of mouth is 60.4 percent (R2 = .604). Durbin0

Watson is 1. 703 so the error is independent or there is no auto correlation.
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Table 5.24: ANO VA of MLR result for H3
Model
1

Sum of Squares df
Mean Square
F
Si!!;.
Reg;ression
113.419
5
22.684
124.958
.000
Residual
74.427
410
.182
187.846
Total
415
a. Predictors: (Constant), overall availability, overall speed of transaction, overall interaction,
overall privacy&security, overall usability
b. Dependent Variable: word of mouth

Result: From table 5.24, F = 97.101, p = 0.000< 0.05 so reject Ho. There is at least

one independent variable (service quality dimension) can explain the dependent
variable (word of mouth). The linear combination of service quality dimension was
significantly related to word of mouth.

Table 5.25: Coefficients ofMLR result for H3

b·l

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
.516
.343
.231

std.
Error
.133
.046
.040

.113
.126
.121

f:

(Constant)
Overall availabilitv
Overall speed of
transaction
Overall interaction
0 v e r a I I
privacv&securitv
overall usability
a. Dependent Variable: word of mouth
1

Standardized t
Coefficients
Beta
"

Sig.

.337
.256

3.870
7.478
5.835

.000
.000
.000

.035
.032

.123
.139

3.258
3.971

.001
.000

.041

.136

2.950

.003

Result: From the multiple regression approach (Table 5.22), unstandardized

coefficients of availability, speed of transaction, interaction, privacy and security, and
usability are .343, .231, .113, .126, and .121 respectively.So the best predictors of
word of mouth are availability, speed of transaction, interaction, privacy and security,
and usability respectively.

The regression equation is as follows:

Y'
Word of mouth

= f3o+f31X1+f32X2+ ... +f31X1
=

.516 + .343availability + .23 lspeed of transaction

+. l 13interaction +.126privacy&security + .121usability- (3)
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5.3.2 Kruskal-Wallis Test (Nonparametric Test)

---------

K-independent samples test is used to study whether the samples might haye_ ~pme
from the same or identical populations.
-

--

'

-

From the

prelimi~

analysis of

------...

Kolmogorov test and Homogeneity test sho_'\' the _nonnormal distribution of the -data
and the equal variances of population so the nonparametric test should be selected
(see Appendix B). Kruska-Wallis is a one-way analysis of variance by ranks. It
assumes random selection and

ind~pendence

of samples, and an underlying

continuous distribution.

04: There are no significant differences in customer satisfaction levels among
difference customers' usage patterns.

Test statistic:

x2

Hypothesis:

Ho= µ1=µ2=µ3=µ4=µ5
Hi= µ1 .. µ1 .. µ3 .,µ4.,µ5

Significance level:

Let a = 0.05. This value is normally used in social science
research (Sorachai, 1997).

Decision value:

x2 sig < 0.05, Reject HO

Table 5.26: Kruskal Wallis Test of frequency of use
Chi-S uare
Df
As

Overall satisfaction
7.161
3
.067

Grouping Variable: frequency of use

Table 5.27: Kruskal Wallis Test of time spent
Chi-Square
df
Asvmo. Sig.

Overall satisfaction
1.760
4
.780

Grouping Variable: time spent

Result: From table 5.26,

x2 = 7.161, a= .067>.05.

From table 5.27,

x2 =

1.760, a

=.78>.05. So the null hypothesis is accepted. There are no significant differences in

customer satisfaction levels among difference customers' usage patterns. In
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conclusion, there is no evidence to say that satisfied customers use the online SST
more frequently and spent longer time than dissatisfied customers.

5.3.3

Chi-Square Test (Cross Tabs)

Nominal measures are used to assess the strength of

!d~tionships

in cross-

classificati<?_!l tables. They are often used with chi-square or may be used separately.
In this

res~arch, ~ rese~~h~;-~~~d like ~s{e~ l~1~tiQpship l:~etw€?en the two

variabl~s {Cooper

and Schindler, 1998).

Chi-square based measure: Phi ranges from 0 to + 1 and attempts to correct x2
proportional to N. Phi is best employed with 2x2 tables. Phi is calculated:

Cramer's V is a modification of phi for larger tables and has a range up to 1.0 for
table of any shape. It is calculated like this:

Where

k = the lesser number of rows or columns.

Contingency coefficient: It is not comparable to other measures and has a different
upper limit for various table sizes. The upper limits are determined as

Where

k = the number of columns.

9

This statistic operates well with tables having the same number of rows as columns,
its upper-limit restriction is not consistent with a criterion of good association
measurement. C is calculated as

The chief advantage---of-G--is--its abi-lity-toaccommodate data inalmest--every---femtskewed or normal, discrete or continuous, and nominal or ordinal.

Proportional Reduction in Error (PRE)
Goodman and Kruskal 's tau uses table marginals to reduce prediction errors.
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HS: There is no significant relationship between overall customer satisfaction
and complaining behavior.
Table 5.28: Chi-Square Tests for H5
Asvmo. Sig. (2-sided)
Value
df
4
.385
Pearson Chi-Square
4.155
4.060
4
.398
Likelihood Ratio
263
N of Valid Cases
a 3 cells (30.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .24.

Table 5.29: Symmetric Measures for H5
Approx. Sig.
Value
.
126
.385
Nominal bv Nominal
.126
.385
.125 fJ
.385
263
N of Valid Cases
a. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
Phi
Cramer's V
Contingency Coefficient

Table 5.30: Directional Measures for H5
Value
Nominal by Goodman Complaining
Nominal
and Kruskal behavior
tau
Deoendent
a. Based on chi-square approximation
b. Likelihood ratio chi-square probability.

.016

Asymp.
Std. Error
.016

Approx. T

Approx. Sig.
.387

Result: From table 5.28, 5.29, and 5.30, the observed significance level is more than

testing level (a

=

.05), and the null hypothesis is accepted. Thus there is no

relationship between the variables of overall customer satisfaction and complaining
behavior. There is no evidence to say that few satisfying situations led to complaints
or the level of complaining differs significantly depending on the dissatisfying
situation.
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Table 5.31: overall customer satisfaction

* complaining behavior Crosstabulation
complaining behavior
No

ocs

Total

Total
Yes

1
.8
100.0%

0
.2
.0%

D

% within complaining behavior
Adjusted Residual
Count
Expected Count
% within ocs

.5%
.6
5
6.8
55.6%

.0%
-.6
4
2.2
44.4%

N

% within complaining behavior
Adjusted Residual
Count
Expected Count
•
r
% within ocs
\\'\j

2.5%
-1.5
62
59.3
79.5%

6.3%
1.5
16
18.7
20.5%

A

% within complaining behavior
Adjusted Residual
Count
Expected Count
% within ocs

31.0%
.8
111
109.5
77.1%

25.4%
-.8
33
34.5
22.9%

SA

% within complaining behavior
Adjusted Residual
Count
Exoected Count
%within ocs

55.5%
.4
21
23.6
67.7%

52.4%
-.4
10
7.4
32.3%

% within complaining behavior
Adjusted Residual
s
Count
• l;JQExpected Count
%withinocs

10.5%
-1.2
200
200.0
76.0%

15.9%
1.2
63
63.0
24.0%

100.0%

100.0%

SD

Count
Expected Count
% within ocs

~

~

~.Q

% within complaining behavior

'~

,;£f

9(9

rt

.~
~A~~
eJJ 1_,.J -

I
1.0
100.0
%
.4%
9
9.0
100.0
%
3.4%
78
78.0
100.0
%
29.7%
144
144.0
100.0
%
54.8%
31
31.0
100.0
%
11.8%
263
263.0
100.0
%
100.0
%

Result: From table 5.31, of the 263 respondents, 76% of them did not complained

about their online SST experiences, 24% of them complained. In addition,
dissatisfied, merely satisfied, and satisfied respondents did not complained more than
complained about their bad experiences.
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H6: There is no significant relationship between overall customer satisfaction
and customer attributions.
Table 5.32: Chi-Square Tests for H6
Asvmn. Sig. (2-sided)
df
Value
.029
22.849
12
Pearson Chi-Square
25.647
.012
Likelihood Ratio
12
263
N of Valid Cases
a 11 cells (55.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .06.

Result: From table 5.32, the observed significance level is less than the testing level
(a =.05), so the null hypothesis is rejected.

Table 5.33: Symmetric Measures for H6
Nominal by Nominal

Phi
Cramer's V
Contingency
Coefficient

Value
.295
.170
.283

I"'

Aoorox. Sig.
.029
#')) .
.029
~~;;'.029

263
N of Valid Cases
a. Usmg the asymptotic standard error assummg the null hypothesis.

('.

Result: From table 5.33, Phi =.295, a = 0.029. Phi's coefficient shows a moderate

relationship between customer satisfaction and customer attributions. Cramer's V and
Contingency shows the same coefficient as phi.
Table 5.34: Directional Measures for H6
Value
Nominal
Nominal

by

Asymp.
Std. Error
.007

Goodman Attribution .029
a
n
d Dependent
Kruskal tau
a. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Based on chi-square approximation
d. Likelihood ratio chi-square probability.

*

Approx. T

Approx. Sig.
.027

Result: Table 5.34 shows that the information about customer satisfaction has

reduced error in predicting customer attributions to approximately 2.9%. The table
also contains information on the test of the null hypothesis that tau =.027 with an
approximate observed significance level and asympototic error (for developing
confidence intervals). Based on the small observed significance level, tau is
significantly different from a coefficient of 0 and that there is an association between
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customer satisfaction and customer attributions in the population from which the
sample was selected. In addition, the confidence level for the coefficient at the 95
percent level is approximately .029 ± .007.
Table 5.35: overall customer satisfaction* Attribution Crosstabulation for H6
0 w n
action
0
.1
.0%

or
firm
tech
1
.4
100.0%

Total
either

Neither

0
.4
.0%

0
.1
.0%

.0%

.9%

.0%

.0%

-.3
0
.8
.0%

1.1
'";
7
3.9
77.8%

-.8
0
3.8
.0%

-.2
2
.5
22.2%

.0%

6.1%

.0%

13.3%

-.9
7
6.8
9.0%

2.1
31
34.1
39.7%

-2.6
32
32.6
41.0%

2.2
8
4.4
10.3%

%
within
Attribution
Adjusted Residual
Count
Expected Count
% within ocs

30.4%

27.0%

29.1%

53.3%

.1
11
12.6
7.6%

-.8
62
63.0
43.1%

-.2
68
60.2
47.2%

2.1
3
8.2
2.1%

%
within
Attribution
Adjusted Residual
Count
Expected Count
%withinocs

47.8%

53.9%

61.8%

20.0%

-.7
5
2.7
16.1%

-.2
14
13.6
45.2%

2.0
10
13.0
32.3%

-2.8
2
1.8
6.5%

%
within
Attribution
Adjusted Residual
Count
Exoected Count
%withinocs

21.7%

12.2%

9.1%

13.3%

1.5
23
23.0
8.7%

.2
115
115.0
43.7%

-1.1
110
110.0
41.8%

.2
15
15.0
5.7%

%
within
Attribution

100.0%

100.0%

100.0
%

100.0%

Attribution

ocs

SD

D

N

A

SA

Total

Count
Exoected Count
% within ocs
%
within
Attribution
Adjusted Residual
Count
Expected Count
%withinocs
%
within
Attribution
Adjusted Residual
Count
Expected Count
% within ocs

1
1.0
100.0
%
.4%

9
9.0
100.0
%
3.4%

78
78.0
100.0
%
29.7%

144
144.0
100.0
%
54.8%

31
31.0
100.0
%
11.8%

263
263.0
100.0
%'
100.0
%
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Result: From table 5.35, most respondents attributed the outcome to the firm or

technology (43.7%) followed by both themselves and firm/technology (41.8%),
themselves (8.7%), and neither themselves nor technology (5. 7%).
For dissatisfying respondents attributed the outcome to technology (SA= 45.2%, A=
12.2%) more than satisfying respondents (SD= .9%, SD= 6.1 %).
More respondents attributed the outcome to themselves for satisfying situation (SA

=

21.7%, A= 47.8%) more than dissatisfying (SD= 0%, D = 0%).
Overall, the attribution findings indicated that respondents tend to blame the
technology or the service provider (43.7%) followed by both themselves and
technology (41.8%) when things go wrong and tend to take at least some of the credit
when the encounter is concluded in a satisfactory manner.

St. Gabriel Library ,Au
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

In this chapter, the results analyzed in the descriptive and hypothesis testing are
iterated and further discussed. Related to the statistics results and the objectives stated
for this research, conclusions are drawn as well as recommendations are contributed
for both academic and business implication.

6.1 Conclusion

6.1.1 Characteristics of Respondents

•

Respondents' Demographic Profiles

Male represents 48.8% of respondents; whereas, female respondents are counted
for 51.2%. The majority of respondents' ages lie between 18-24 counted for
86.5%, while about 8.4% are aged between 25-29. When considering respondents'
marital status, almost 98.1 % of them are single. A substantial number of
respondents' average monthly income is less than 5,000 counted for 48.1 %
followed by 40.1 % of respondents whose income ranges between 5,000-9,999.
The minority of respondents (.2%) have an average of monthly income more than
100,000. For highest level of education attainment, the majority of respondents
have high school or vocational certificate (58.2%) followed by respondent holding
bachelor's degree counting for 37%.

•

Online SST Usage patterns

When considering the online SST web site that respondents always use, it is found
that 33.8% of the respondents use yahoo, whereas, 28.1% of them use hotmail.
19.9% of the respondents use other websites such as music-road.com,
lemononline.com and scbeasy.com. It is note that some of the respondents did not
answer this question. 86.5% of the respondents use online SST for information
search followed by email service and entertainment as counted for 85.6%, and
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61. 5% respectively. The highest percentage of respondents use the service at least
once a week as counted for 56.3%, whereas, 32.2% of them use the service at least
once a day. The minority of respondents uses the service at least once a year
(1.7%). 43% of the respondents use online SST more than 1 hour per time. The
percentage of respondents using online SST for about 1 hour is about 29%. While
15% is counted for respondents who use the service for about 30 minutes.

•

General Information

The respondents who ever had a bad experience with online SST is counted for
63.2%, whereas, 36.8% of them never have a bad experience.

The attribution of findings indicates that respondents tend to blame the technology
or service provider more often when things go wrong. Most of the respondents
who had the bad experience attributed the outcome to firm or technology as
counted for 43.7%, whereas, respondents attributed the outcome to both
themselves and firm/technology counted for 41.8%. A small percentage of the
respondents indicated that neither the technology nor themselves were responsible
for the outcome (5.7%).

The outcome points out that the majority of respondents who ever had a bad
experience with online SST never complain about the service, as counted for 76%,
whereas, 24% complained.

About 70% of the respondents complained through e-mail, whereas 41 % of them
complained through telephone. The minority of respondents complained by going
to service facility (3.2%).

6.1.2 Conclusion Drawn against Research Problem

The research problems have lead to four mam objectives of this study. These
objectives are formulated and mentioned earlier in the first chapter. They are
enumerated again as follows:
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•

The first objective is to investigate the levels ofservice quality dimension in terms
of availability, completeness, speed of transaction, incentive, usability, and
privacy&security.
According to the Disconfirmation of Expectation Model developed by Patterson
(1993), when perceive performance is much better than expectation it creates high
satisfaction (delight). When a service experience is much as expected, the
consumers are merely satisfied. From the research finding, it can be c.QDcluded
,.------------- ··------ -·-·-·----·--··- ----··
that re~_!'1Qe1.l1$_~e delighted wi~ _~pmpleteness, followed in descending order by

-·-- -------

-----·-----------····-----·---·-

--~ --~

speed of transaction, availability, usability, and interaction. Although respondents
be_lt~Lth@
------- ------

are delighted with these dimensions which the quality rating is

---

e~cted,

there is no dimension which has the quality rating much better than

expected. Respondents are merely satisfied with privacy and security, and
incentive respectively. In.centive in terms of financial benefit and discount has the
lowest mean score. This may explain that respondents are satisfied with the
current incentives but it is easy for them to defect or switch to a competitor with

-

similar service but provide a different incentive.

•

The second objective is to assess the relationship of service quality dimension
with online SST to overall customer satisfaction, word of mouth, and repurchase
intentions.

*

The research findings support H1-H3 at 5% significance level.

*

From the study of H1, the linear combination of service quality dimension was
significantly related to overall customer satisfaction. In addition, the best
predictors of overall customer satisfaction are availability, followed by speed of
transaction, interaction, usability, and privacy&security.

The results for H2 indicate that the linear combination of service quality
dimension was significantly related to repurchase intention. The best predictors of
repurchase intention are availability, followed by speed of transaction,
privacy&security, and usability.
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The findings for H3 indicate that there is a significant relationship between service
quality dimension and word of mouth. From the multiple regression approach, the
best predictors of word of mouth are availability, speed of transaction, interaction,
privacy&security, and usability respectively.

•

The third objective is to study differences in overall customer satisfaction level
among different customers' usage patterns.

The Kruskal Wallis Test is employed to study the differences in customer
satisfaction among different customer's usage patterns. The research findings
support H4 at 5% significant level, there is no significant difference in customer
satisfaction level among different customers' usage patterns in terms of frequency
of use and time spent. In conclusion, there is no evidence to say that satisfied
customers use the online SST more frequently and spent longer time than
dissatisfied customers. There may be other factors related to the frequency of use
and time spent such as convenience time or equipment (PC).

•

The fourth objective is to assess the relationship of overall customer satisfaction
to complaining behavior and customer attributions.

It shows that the study yield varied results for H5-H6.

*

For H5, the research findings support H5 at 5% significant level. The observed
significant level is more than testing level (a= .385 > .05) so the findings indicate
that there is no significant relationship between variables of overall customer
satisfaction and complaining behavior. On the contrary, the empirical study about
self-service technologies indicated that there is a relationship between the two
variables (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, and Bitner 2000). This may be explained
by the reason that consumers are unhappy with the service they received but
perhaps because of the perceived inflexibility or they believe that complaining
will not result in any changes in the service quality.
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From the study, of the 263 respondents, 76% of them did not complain about their
online SST experiences, whereas, 24% of them complained. This is somewhat less
than Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, and Bitner (2000)'s study about SST and
satisfaction that complaining, in which the percentage of dissatisfied customers
who complain is 51 %. The research findings also indicate that, dissatisfied, mere
satisfied, and satisfied respondents did not complain more than complained (see
table 5.31 ). In Addition, about 70% of the complaining respondents complained
through e-mail.

For H6, the findings show that there is an association between customer
satisfaction and customer attributions at 5% significant level. The results are
consistent with previous empirical studies stating that there is a relationship
between these two variables (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, and Bitner 2000). Most
of the respondents attributed the outcome to the technology (43.7%). It is not
surprising that customers recognize the critical role that technology plays in
affecting service outcomes. Dissatisfied respondents attributed the outcome to
technology more than satisfied respondents. Respondents attributed a much
smaller percentage of outcomes to themselves (8.7%). More respondents
attributed the outcome to themselves for satisfactory situations (SD=O%, D=O%)
than dissatisfactory situations (SA=16.1%, A=7.6%).

Overall, 41. 8% of the respondents attributed the outcome equally to themselves
and to the technology. More respondents attributed the outcome equally to
themselves and to the technology for satisfactory situations (SA=9.1 %, A=61.8%)
than dissatisfactory situations (SD=O%, D=O% ).

A small percentage of the respondents (5. 7%) indicate that neither the technology
nor themselves were responsible for the outcome. For mere satisfaction, the
majority of respondents attributed the outcomes to both themselves and
technology (41 %).

Overall, the attribution findings indicate that respondents tend to blame the
technology or the service provider more often when things go wrong but tend to
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take at least some of the credit when the encounter is concluded in a satisfactory
manner.

6.2 Recommendation

6.2.1 Implication for Practitioner

The results derived from this research may be useful for firms currently offer or are
planning to offer an online SST as an alternative method of service delivery. The
researcher would like to make some recommendation as follows:

•

Firms should provide broad range of services on the Internet. Apart from the main
services firms should provide additional services to attract customers such as
search engine, email service, and entertainment (games, music, or movies). As
research findings indicated that these are the extremely used services from online
SST respondents.

•

It is essential to consider the following dimensions :

~

Availability in terms of solving intensify need which is the satisfaction is due

to the online SST ability to bail customers out of immediate or troubling
situations. Firms should consider which are the fundamental services that
customers always use and it is essential to provide them to solve their intensify
needs. Firms also need to provide a simplified transaction and user friendly
access. Understanding the types of intense or immediate needs should help
managers effectively design and position their SSTs relative to competitors.

~

Incentive in terms of saving and benefits. It is other factors that contribute to

customer satisfaction. The incentive may lead to the competition among firms
with similar online SST but provides a different incentive. Firms should
provide the worthy incentives such as financial discount or gifts to encourage
usage and the spread of word of mouth (to encourage customers to discuss
about benefits of the service with their friends).
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For interaction dimension, some respondents believe they are more effective
at producing the service than an employee who has been trained to deliver the
service. Some customers perceive frontline employees as a nuisance to be
avoided. This highlights the hiring and training problems that some service
organizations may currently be experiencing. These problems may lead to less
loyalty and increased switching behavior, especially if high-quality personal
service is offered by competing firms. Firms need to establish user friendly
access services to reduce the complexity and encourage customer to use online

self-service so that customers can produce and consume the services on their
own, at their convenience.
~

Privacy&security in terms of safety and privacy from hacker and virus
computer. Firms should make users confident when logging on the web sites.
Firms need to select suit.able security tools such as authentication, encryption,
firewall, and anti-virus tools then educate the customers about how security
technology and procedures work and can prevent any possible harmful risks.

•

Technological tools, specifically online SST, is used to its full advantage only
when it is designed with customer needs in mind. One way to satisfy customers is
to include customers in the design of the online SST and the corresponding service
process. Merely integrating technology without regard to customer needs or

integrating technology into a faulty system is a recipe for disaster.

•

The results of the study indicate that users of online SST are most likely to
attribute the outcome of the encounter to technology. Only a small percentage of
respondents cited themselves as responsible for the outcome. In addition, the
outcome was attributed equally to both technology and the use in significantly
more satisfying encounters than in dissatisfying encounters. Thus, although
respondents produce the service themselves, few translate their involvement into
self-blame when things go wrong. This finding further emphasizes the need to
prevent service failure and educate customers on their roles, because they are
unlikely to share in the blame if the service fails. Training program is essential in
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educating customer for producing self-service. Online SST must also receive
ongoing maintenance to ensure continued effectiveness.

•

The percentage of customers willing to complain in response to a dissatisfying
encounter with an online SST appears to be somewhat lower for some of the
dissatisfaction categories than has been documented elsewhere in the literature
(Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, and Bitner 2000). From the findings, 63.2% of the
respondents had the bad experience with online SST however only 24% of them
complained. It appears that consumers are unhappy with the service they received
but perhaps because of the perceived inflexibility, believe that complaining will
not result in any changes in the service quality. Therefore, firms need to establish
service recovery program to offer a customer support such as toll free number for

receiving complain and helping customers in any difficult situations. Continually
acquiring customer feedback and providing extensive online SST training are two

ways to limit the impact of failures that may lead to dissatisfaction.
Results show that complaining often was done both interpersonally and
electronically. Note that when a failure occurred, 69. 8% of the respondents who
complained contacted the firm through email, whereas, 41.3% of them contacted
the firm over the telephone. It is critical for service firms to provide an array of
avenues (both interpersonal and technological) for online SST users to contact
them easily and quickly to lodge a complaint or suggestion.

•

The Internet industry is dynamic, so the updated iriformation regarding this
industry is necessary to make firms have the competitive advantages. The study
about customer satisfaction towards the online SST should be conducted at least
twice a year so that it will be useful for the company's marketing plans and
strategies.

6.2.2 Further Implication for Research

Technology has become an integral part of the marketplace. Customers are
increasingly given the option or are being asked to provide services for themselves
through the use of online SST. It is important for providers of online SST to
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understand how customers evaluate online SST so that the firms can improve them. In
this research, the researcher has identified several factors that appear to influence
satisfaction with Internet technology-based service encounter. These factors can
therefore provide insight for firms that currently offer or are planning to offer an
online SST as an alternative method of service delivery. However, there may be other
factors influencing customer satisfaction, word of mouth, and repurchase intention
that finns have to consider in the next research.

Although self-administered survey with university students was appropriate for this
study and provides substantial benefits, the sample presents limitations that should be
addressed in further research. As the nonprobability sampling technique is used, the
findings cannot be generalized to the whole population of interest. Furthennore, the
Web-based sample with nationwide participants may provide more accurate results
about online self-service.

There are several important avenues for further research in this area. Although in this
research the focus was end users of online SST, the fastest growing segment of
technologically related transactions is in the business-to-business realm (Hof 1999).
Because online SST is also increasingly being introduced in business-to-business
contexts, their usage should be examined to determine what drives satisfaction for
business customers. In addition,

~e

way online SST can help or hinder the

development of alliances between business partners could be investigated.

Given the proliferation of online SST being introduced, it is also important to
understand the factors that influence adoption of technology-based service delivery
options. Research on customer participation suggests that role clarity, motivation, and
customer ability are important factors affecting customer participation in service
delivery (Bowen 1986; Schneider and Bowen 1995). Research could examine what
motivates people to use an online SST, how they go about learning their role as it
relates to interacting with an online SST, and what factors limit perceived ability to
interact with online SST. Providing customers with an opportunity to learn their role
is especially important given that service employees usually are not present to educate
or train customers in online SST settings. Understanding these factors will help
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managers gain insight into how to get customers to use currently underused online
SST as well as to adopt new SST innovations.
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The MLR Criteria testing
The criteria for Multiple Linear Regression (Watson (1996))
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mean of error must be zero (E(e) =O)
Variance of error is constant for each X
The error must be independent (ei and ej must be independent) (Cov (ei.ej) =o)
The error will be distributed normally

The testing for the mean of error

With the sum of square method in regression technique, it will make the sum of
square will be the lowest. This will give L:ei = o. So the mean of error:
E(e) = L:e/n = O/n = 0
So this criteria will be truth in all case. (Watson (1996)).
The testing for the variance of error

Due to Var( e) = Var(Y') so for testing the constant of variance, the graph between X
and error or graph of Y and error or graph between e and Y' will be considered. If
error is distributed near zero, it can be concluded that Var(e) is constant in every X.
This test, the plot of graph between error and X will be plotted from SPSS 10.0
program.
The test of the independence of error

This research will be used the Durbin-Watson statistical test. It can be considered
from Durbin-Watson value that if Durbin-Watson value is near 2, It can be concluded
the high degree independence of error.
The test of distribution of error

The Normal Probability Plot will be used to consider the distribution of error. It is the
graph that compared between the expected value and the real value. If the error are
normally distributed, expected value will be straight line so if the real data has
distributed near that line. It can be concluded the error distribution will be normal.
The evidences of testing are as follows:
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Service quality dimensions and overall customer satisfaction
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Partial Regression Plot
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Service quality dimensions and repurchase intention
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K Independent Samples Preliminary Test
In management and economic research, k independent samples tests is often used.
Under this condition, the researcher interested in learning whether the samples might
have come from the same or identical populations. If preliminary analysis shows the
assumptions can be met, analysis of variance and the F test are used. If preliminary
analysis shows the assumptions cannot be met or if the data were measured on an
ordinal or nominal scale, a nonparametric test should be selected.
Assumptions for parametric tests include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The observations must be independent
The observations should be drawn from normally distributed populations.
These populations should have equal variances.
The measurement scales should be at least interval so that arithmetic operations
can be used with them.

The evidences of testing are as follows:

Test of normality for H4
Tests of Normality
t

i:::::..

---frequency of use
overall satisfaction

a

Kolmogorov-Smimov

Shapiro-Wilk
'

Statistic

df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

once a day

.323

134

.000

once a week

.327

234

.000

once a month

.301

41

.000

.820

41

once a year

.435

7

.000

.598

7

J

.010•
.010..

••. This is an upper bowid of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
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Tests of Normality
a

Kolmogorov·Smimov
time spent
overall satisfaction

Statistic

about 15 min

df

Shapiro-Wilk
Sig.

Statistic

.257

22

about 30 min

.336

64

.000

about 45 min

.374

32

.000

about 1 hour

.343

120

.000

more than 1 hour

.293

178

.000

••. This is an upper bowid of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

.001

df

Sig.

.849

22

.010••

.740

32

.010..
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Test of Homogeneity of Variances for H4

Test of Homogeneity of Variances
overall satisfaction
Levene Statistic

.350

dfl

df2

3

Sig.

412

.789

Frequency of use

Test of Homogeneity of Variances

overall satisfaction
Levene Statistic
.949

Time spent

Sig.

.43.6
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Kruskal-Wallis Test
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance is a generalized version of the
Mann-Whitney test. It ranks all scores in the entire pool of observations from smallest
to largest. The rank sum of each sample is then calculated, with ties being distributed
as in other examples. Then compute the value of Has follows:

H

=

12
N(N -1)

t
j=t

y2 j

-

3(N + 1)

nj

Where
Tj = Sum of ranks in column j
nj= Number of cases in jth sample
N = LWj =Total number of cases
k = Number of samples

When there are a number of ties, it is recommended that a correct factor ( C ) be
calculated and used to correct the H value as follows:

C=l-

N 2 -N

Where
G = Number of sets of tied observations
Ti =Number tied in any set I
H' =H!C

To secure the critical value for H', use the table for the distribution of
with the value ofH' and d.f.= k-1.

x2, and enter it
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A STUDY OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION WIIB ONLINE SELF SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
This survey is designed to study customer satisfaction with online self-service technology which is the

Online/Internet technological interfaces that enable customers to produce a service independent of
direct service empl.oyee involvement example e-shopping, e-banking, and information search. Please
indicate your feeling with the following statements about the service you received from online SST.
All the responses will be absolutely kept confidential. Please take a few moments to complete this
survey.
Part I: Usage Patterns
Direction: For each question, please put "./"on the answer that is the most applicable to you.
1. Please indicate one web site that related to online SST ....... ..... ............ ... ........... .
2. What is your online SST primary type of use?
Olnformation Search
ODistance learning
OShopping
OFinancial transactions e.g. E-Banking
OEntertainment
OCommunication e.g. chat
OE-mail
Oothers ........................... (Please specify)
3. How often have you used this service? At least:
OOnce a day
OOnce a week
CJOnce a month
CJOnce a year
4. Please estimate how much time you spent using online SST?
CJAbout 15 minutes
OAbout 45 minutes
OMore than 1 hour
CJAbout 30 minutes
CJAbout 1 hour

Part II: General

t/),

Direction: For each question, please put "./"on the answer that is the most applicable to you.
5. Overall, you are satisfied with online SST.
CJStrongly Agree CJAgree
CJNeutral CJDisagree

OStrongly Disagree

6. You would use the service again.
OStrongly Agree OAgree

CJNeutral ODisagree

OStrongly Disagree

7. You would recommend this service to others.
CJStrongly Agree OAgree
ONeutral CJDisagree

CJStrongly Disagree

8. Have you ever had a bad experience with online SST? For example: losing order
OYes
ONo (go to Part III)
9. You believe the bad experience was due to:
OYour own actions.
OService firms or technologies
OBoth your own actions and service firms or technologies
ONeither you own actions nor service firms or technologies
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10. You used to complain about online SST experience.
D Yes, you used to complain through
10.1
DContacting customer service representative by telephone
10.2
DGoing to service facility to discuss my displeasure
10.3
DSending an e-mail message through a Web Page
10.4
DWriting a complaining letter.
DNo

Part III: Service Quality Dimension
Direction: Considering what you expected overall, please indicate how closely online SST met your
expectations. Circle the number that best represents your feelings.
1
2
3
4

5

Much worse than expected
Somewhat worse than expected
About as expected
Somewhat better than expected
Much better than expected

ER lry

11. You could access the service anytime you needed without
waiting for firm's opening hour.
12. You could obtain the service from anywhere by using the
Internet.
. 13. Online SST is often available to help you solve a problem as
fast as you needed.
14. The service was completed properly as you intended.
15. Online SST safeguarded your information and transaction from
service failure.
16. You are able to perform the transaction more quickly from the
online SST than interpersonal alternative.
17. Online SST enabled you to save money by helping you save the
fare.
18. You got the better incentives from using online SST e.g.
financial benefit, discount.
19. You could provide the service less erroneously than firm
employees.
20. You could provide the service faster than waiting for firm
employees.
21. The instructions/functions were clear and easy to understand.
22. You were able to complete your job easily with online SST.
23. The transaction was performed safely and privately from
hacker or an unauthorized person.
24. Online SST was guaranteed the secwity of the transaction from
virus computer on a network that could harm your information
and your computer.

()~
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1
1
I

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4

4

5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
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Part IV: Demographic Profiles
Direction: This part seeks information regarding personal background. For each question, please put
"./"on the answer that is the most applicable to you.

1. Are you:

QMale

i:lFemale

2. What is your age?
OUnder 18
i:l18-24
025-29

030-34
Q35-39
040-44

045-49
QS0-54
ass or older

3. What is your marital status?
i:lSingle (never married)
OMarried
i:lDivorced/separated/widowed
4. What was your total personal income per month?
Q25,001-35,000
ClLess than 5,000
IJS,000-15,000
IJ35,001-45,000
Ql5,001-25,000
Q45,001-55,000

ass,001-6s,ooo
IJ65,001-75,000
i:lMore than 75,000

5. What is the highest level of education that you have attained?
0 Secondary Certificate and below
OHigh school Ivocational Certificate
ODiploma Certificate
IJBachelor Degree
i:lMaster/Doctorate Degree

: Thanks for taking the time to help us. Please fold and return.
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